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High: ~i-70s.
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Low: Hl-40s.
SATURDAY:
Mostly sunny. High; 80s.
Low: 50-55.
SUNDAY: Mostly sunny.
High: 80s. Low: 50s.
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The Student Ne.vspaper of Murray State University
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New food establishments are available in the
Curris Center.
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New suits target .companies, city of Murray
•La wsuits: Gail Minger
and Michael Priddy have
filed new civil lawsuits in
connection with last
September's fatal Hester
College fire.
By Brandi Williams
News Editor

Opl::d
Ryan
Brooks
talks abo ut
the hustle
and bust le
of the academic year.
St.'i!page

Gail Minger said she does not
have a lot of optimism about
anything these days, since the
dismissal ofher lawsuit against

Associate Housing Director
David Wilson and
former
Director of Public Safety Joe
Green. The suit was flled in
connection with her son
Michael's death in last September's Hester College fire.
Minger has filed suit against
several wall covering and ceiling tile companies, claiming the
vinyl wall coverings in Hester
College were toxic and released
hydrogen chloride when ignited. According to the suit, this

chemical caused the coverings
to combust and produce unacceptably high levels of b]ack,
dense smoke.
The Mingers are asking for
damages for physical and mental pain and anguish prior to
his death, including his ability
to earn money in the future and
funeral and burial expenses.
"All the wall covering has
been replaced, even the ones
that didn't have fire damage,
from the eighth floor down,"

Photo illustration by
Brian Howell/ The News
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Prices at
stations
frustrate
managers

The Murray State Racers
rebounded from a 0-2
start to defeat Southeast
Missouri State 45-18 in
the team's first home
game.

By Greg Stark

13

Viewpoint Editor
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Response claims
motion is invalid
i

Associate Editor

Sports

See [Kip.e

world," Minger said. "We just
want those responsible for my
son's death to pay and it be
publicly known what goes on at
that university."
Michael Priddy, who was
seriously injured in the fire,
has also filed suit against the
same companies, as well as
Armstrong World Industries
Inc. and The Anderson Compa-:
ny.
•
ln addition to the wall arid
'\ PLEASE SEE Surrs/17

•Sentencin g: The commonwealth attorney's office ' ' The reason the
responded to a motion to
motion was filed
dismiss charges related to
was to get the
the Hester College fire.
charges
By Jason Yat es
dismissed. ' '

Banned Book Week
started 18 years ago to
protest censorship. See if
your favorite book is on
the most commonly
challenged list.
Seepe1ge

Minger said. "That ought to tell
you something."
The B.F. Goodrich Company,
RJF International, Laminating
Services and American Standard Inc. were named for liability on charges of manufacturing defective and dangerous
wall coverings and for failing to
warn Lhe University of the components the wan coverings contain.
"We are not out to blame people; we are not out to sue the

Prices are for mid-grade gasoline {89
Octane) and were obtained Wednesday.
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Jean Fox, the manager of a British Petroleum
service station in Grand Rivers, is baffied as to
why gas prices are higher than usual. She asked
a representative of BP's local distributor about
why the prices are rising.
She was more baffied after his response.
"The only thing that boy told me was the OPEC
nations have something to do with it," she said.
"The way I understand it, the price is still going to
go up. They're a bunch of screwballs, if you ask
me."
Fox said she believes Middle Eastern influences
may play a part in the increase of fuel prices.
"After the United States went and helped Saudi
Arabia in the Desert Storm war, they jacked the
prices up," she said. "I believe ol' Saddam Hussein
has something to do with it."
Others wonder why gas prices have skyrocketed
in the last few weeks. Don Herndon of Gould Oil
said he believes gas prices fluctuate like the stock
market.
"Back in the '60s and '70s, the prices would kind
of stabilize," Herndon said. "News travels a lot
faster today and prices change. We usually get
PLEASE SEE PRICEs/17

On Sept. 16, the commonwealths attorney's office officials responded to a motion to
dismiss the charges against
four men convicted last month
of falsely reporting an incident
on the night of the Hester College fire.
The four defendants, Fred
McGrath, Brian Levine, John
(J.J.) Haney and Jeremy Baker,
were found guilty on Aug. 11
based on testimony given to the
Calloway County grand jury•
last October.
The defendants were scheduled to be sentenced Sept. 9,
but Calloway Count~ District
,Judge Leslie Furches postponed the sentencing to give
Commonwealth Attorney Mike
Ward an opportunity to
respond to the dismissal
motion.
The
motion,
filed
by
McGrath's attorney, Steve Vidmer, accuses \Vard , who prosecuted the defendants, of
improperly issuing the subpoenas through his office instead of
the office of District Circuit
Clerk Ann Wilson. The subpoenas persuaded th~ men to testify before the grand jury.
Assistant Commonwealth's
Attorney Leah Cooper wrote
the response and cited four reasons why Vidmer's motion
should be denied. Cooper wrote:

"In response to the Motion, the
Commonwealth states that: 1)
dismissal is not an appropriate
remedy for an improper subpoena; 2) the Motion to Dismiss is
not timely filed; 3) the motion
does not allege 'newly discovered evidence;' and 4 ) the subpoena was handled in the same
manner that all Grand Jury
subpoenas have traditionalJy
been handled."
'rhe response also states the
motion was issued "for an
·improper purpose, to gain an
advantage in a possible civil
lawsuit."
Vidmer said a civil lawsuit
had no baring on the issuing of
his motion.
"The reason the motion was
filed was to get the charges dismissed," Vidmer said. "I have
'no knowledge of any civil lawsuits, so it is not a reason fo~
the motion."
Vidmer said the discovery of
the improper subpoenas should
invalidate the defendants' testimony. Vidmer said the testimony was the main reason why
the four men were convicted in
the first place.
Cooper argued in her
response the subpoenas should
not be considered new evidence.
PLEASE SEE WARD/17

Artist hopes work will open eyes
Visit the Murray State
News Online Tuesday at
8 p.m. for the first of
our monthly live chat
series. Our first guest
will be jennifer
Sacharnoski, Editor-inChief of "The Murray
State News." Topics of
discussion will range
from comments on "The
Mur ray State News" to
concerns affecting Murray State. T he address
for the chat is www.thenews.org/chat.htm

...

..

ences, but he hopes it will help others
to acknowledge a contemporary reality.
"Traditionally the Bible Belt has
been very dogmatic," Murphy said. "I
am not condemniltg the way people
feel. They should just open their
Editor-in-Chief
minds."
John Murphy said artists are • From very early in life, the artist
affected by their geography. It is still said he has been fascinated by
uncertain as to how Murray will human sexuality as a symbol of erereact to this artist it has helped to ation. Although he hopes adults will
create.
observe his work, he doesn't believe
This week Murphy's senior art it is appropriate for children.
exhibit opened in the Clare Eagle Art
"I don' t see sex as something
Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts Cen- shameful or something to be hidden
ter. It features such works as "The away," he said. "It is why we're here."
Ecstasy of Saint Tersa," "Assorted
Murphy's work also touches on
Vibrators" and "Cindy Shows Janet." religion. One painting shows Jesus
Other less provocative pieces include extending his middle finger. Murphy
"Bacon" and "Mouse and Traps," said the work illustrates Christ's
which displays a computer mouse feeling toward those who judge othfacing 63 mouse traps.
ers.
At the entrance to the exhibit signs
"I have a lot of respect for Christ,"
display warnings of the graphic he said. "He is one of my idols. To me
nature of the work and prohibit the that is him speaking to the hypentrance of those under the age of 18. ocrites."
Murphy said he understands his
In Murphy's statement at the
art may be offensive to some audi- entrance of the exhibit, he writes the

•Ex ihibit: One student's
senior exhibit uses explicit
works to send a message to the
community.
By J ennifer Sacharnoski

...

images are difficult to look at, but he
stresses art is about the communication of ideas.
One of the artist's favori t.e pieces is
"Bacon," which is two thick cut slices
preserved and lighted. He said he
just really enjoys working with meat.
"Makin~ art with it is just crazy for
me," Murphy said. "If pigs ever
became extinct, there is proof they
existed right there."
Students touring the exhibit on its
opening day, Wednesday, had mixed
feelings.
"As conservative as a lot of people
in the area are, I am surprised they
would allow this exhibit," Louisville
junior Earl Simms said. "Personally
it doesn't offend me, but I'm sure it
might be to some."
A reception for the artist and his
creations is being held tonight from 5
to 7.
Murphy expects his mother, two
brothers and sister to attend. He said
his mother is familiar with his work
and very proud of his accomplishments. He admitted his siblings may
have mixed feelings towqrd his work.

Laura Deaton/ The News

John Murphy, senior from Herndo n, sits In
the rock garden next to Lovett Auditorium.
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News FJr/(~l~
WQTV hosts
Hazel Day booth
The WQTV crew will
be at the I Oth annual
Hazel Day Festivities Saturday, Oct. 2, beginning at
IO a.m.
Programming info rmation, balloons, face painting and children's cont ests
will be offered.
The first 25 people who
bring a canned foo d item
to deposit in the Holiday
Harvest/Need Line Feed
the Families basket will
receive a ticket t o t he
cake walk.

WKMS seeks
contributions

Ryan Brooks/ The News

'

The local radio station
supported by Natio nal
Public Radio, 91.3 FM
WKMS, is calling upon listene rs to raise $60,000
for its fall community
pledge drive . Thursday,
W KMS staff will invit e listeners to phone (800)
599-4737 to pledge.
WKMS uses listener
contributions to fund its
annual o perat ing budget in
conjunction with funds
from Murray State, the
·c orporat ion fo r Public
Broadcasting and o ther
underwriters, for programming, production,
engineering and other
expenses.
Anyone who wants to
' contrit>ute to WKMS may
, send a check payable to
I
,WKMS/MSU Foundation
' to WKMS, 20 18 University Station, Murray, Ky.
42071 . Visa, Mast e rcard
and Discover pledges are
also accepted.
~

Seum, Leeper
• officially asked for
: resignations

1; Senate Democratic Caul,
:·,cus leaders have asked
:.. fo rmer Democratic Party
...
:::members Bob Leeper
• i
: .fro m Paducah and Dan
•,':'seum from Louisville to
••
•··resign their Senate seats
' and return campaign contributions they received as
I,
!'•democrats.
I'
J.: State law requires the
;:'governor to call a special
election at least 35 days
!.!prior to it being held,
lo.
according to the secretary
of state's office. The
•democratic leaders have
:asked Leeper and Seum to
:resign no later than Tues: day so the electio n can
· coincide with the gubernatorial election No v. 2.
While both were elected I0 months ago as
Democrats, Seum
switched to the Republican Party July 12. Leeper
announced in late August
his intention t o fo llow
suit. The recent defections now put Republicans
,in control of 20 seats with
the Democrats at 18,
:despite an overwhelming
·majority of Democratic
:vo ters in the state.

r

~ Briefs compiled

by Kristin
Hill, assistant news editor.

w

(Above) Hooper's Outdoor and Bike Shop, which has stores In Paducah and Cape
Girardeau, will open today at I 0 a.m. on the corner of Chestnut and North 16th streets.
It will sell bicycles and accessories, as well as camping and backpacking gear. A climbing gym and cafe will be added by mid-December. (RI1ht) Hooper, mascot of Hooper's
Outdoor and Bike Shop, supervises construction of his newest store In Murray.

Outdoor shop opens
today, cafe to· follow
•Business: Hoopers Outdoor
and Bike Shop will share its
building with Boulders Cafe and
Boulder's Climbing Gym.
By Sarah Dooley
Contributing Writer
Whe re can a student bike, climb,
dress and eat all in one location?
Hoopers, an outdoor and bike shop
on the corner of Chestnut and North
16th streets, opens today at 10 a.m.
The business, co-owned by Dean Cherry and Cr aig Sims, offers a wide selection of outdoor equipment and a pparel.
By mid-October, the business will
share its building with Boulders Cafe

and Boulder's Climbing Gym, scheduled to open by mid-December.
Hoopers Outdoor a nd Bike Shop
offers accessories for a variety of activities, Sims said.
The shop will sell bicycles, bicycle
accessories, tents, kayaks, sleeping
bags and other camping and backpacking gear. A selection of a pparel and
casual clothing is also available.
Business officials said they have not
decided whether to offer a discount to
Murray State students frequenting the
business.
"I'm sure ther~ will be ael'ne)incentives, but as to how ~hey're 1oipr ~be
set up, I don't kriow," Sims 'Said.
Hoopers is open from 10 a.m. until 9

p.m., Monday through Saturday.
When the cafe and the climbing gym
a re complete, the business may be
open on Sundays as well.
After its completion in October,
Boulders Cafe will stay open until
after midnight, possibly becoming a
24-bour establishment. The menu will
feature items, such as gourmet pizzas
with a variety of toppings, sirloin burgers, buffalo burgers, wraps, 22-ounce
root beers, root beer floats and a selection of breakfast items such as muffins
and croissants.
Sims said the cafe will offer unusual
varieties of food and the pizza wou ld
never be "just pepperoni".
The cafe will also offer gourmet cof-

fee.
"We'll offer real espressos and cappuccinos," Sims said.
A plexiglass window in front of the
bar in Boulder s Cafe will offer a firsthand view of those taking advantage of
the 34-foot climbing gym .
Students are anticipating the opening of the cafe, as well as the other
businesses.
"I'll be there when it opens," Linda
Chandler, freshman from Mayfield,
said.
Though Hoopers and Boulders are
businesses that will be open to the general population, their target customers
are the students of Murray State, Sims
said.

New music prompts Tuition.remains undecided
store's special hours
•Music: Terrapin S tation
opened at midnight Monday
for the release of the new
Nine Inch Nails album and
other new releases.
By Kyle Shadoan
Staff Writer
It was midnight and all was
well ... for Nine Inch Nails' fans,
at least.
Terra pin Station opened at
midnight Monday for the release
of Nine Inch Nails new album,
"The Fragile."
This is the first time in Terrapin Stations' 14-year history
the stor e has opened up for a midnight sale.
"Ther e were so many new
releases t hat I t hought ther e
would be enough interest to open
up," Manager Valerie Hancock
said.
Other new a lbums released
Monday nigh t were by such
artists as Tori Amos, Chris Cornell, Ha n k Williams Jr., Ben
Harper , Type 0 Negative a nd
Adam Sandler.
By midnight people were lined
up outside the door looking in the
window, Broc Walker, a Terrapin
Station employee, said.
"When we first unlocked the
door, t here were a bout 35 people
waiting for us to open," Walker
said. "It was hectic the first 15 to
20 minutes.
"There was one guy who came
in and said, 'Is that the new Nine
Inch Nails playing?' and I said,
'Yeah.,' and then he r an out the
door, held his arms up, screamed
and the n h e left.," Walker
explained. "He didn't even get the
album."
Many other fans were also very
enthusiastic about Terrapin

''

When we
first unlocked
the doors there
were about
3 5 people
waiting for us
to open. ' '
- BROC WALKER,

TERRAPIN STAnON EMPLOYEE

being open early.
"I thought it was really cool
that t hey opened at midnight so
the hardcore fans could come in
and grab the first copies of the
albums since there were so many
released," Angel Poe, sophomore
from Dawson Springs, said.
"There should be more independent record stores because there
is no one else around here who
has sales like this," Ray Wantuck,
freshman from Marshall County,
said.
But not everyone who was there
was enthusiastic.
"I didn't care, I just went down
there with some friends," Trevor
Wilson, freshman from Benton,
said. "Terrapin Station should be
open more often at midnight.
There's never anything open late
in .Murray."
Terrapin Station's attempt was
a ppreciated more by some, but an
atmosphere was created.
..It was a lmost like a cultural
event, or a 20-minu te party,"
Walker said.
But it was summed up best
when Walker made this comparison: "The only other time I've
seen people lined up since I've
worked here is for the 'Star Wars'
soundtrack."

Wfuition: Faculty Senate President William
Call wants more student involvement tn
tuition discussions ..

Brandon
Kirkham: The

Student Government Associ·
aclon president
was the only
regent to vote
against a tuition
increase.

By Jennifer Sacharnoski
Editor-in-Chief
The Board of Regents have
deferred decisions regarding
tuition rates increases until
the level of state funding is
determined.
The funding formula by the
Council on Postsecondary
Education requires the University to match one-third of
state allocated money. University
President
Kern
Alexander said at Friday's
Board meeting tuition rates
cannot be· set until it is
known how much money the
University needs to raise.
If the council allocates
$9,000 per student, Alexander said the University must
then raise $3,000 per student
per year. Current in-stale
tuition is $2040 annually,
$860 less than required.

One recommendation by
President
Alexander
to
remove the cap on tuition was
delayed by t he Board Friday.
If a pproved, the decision
would allow the University to
charge students per class
after they reach a 16-hour
maximum per semester.
Alexander said the money
generated by the cap removal
would only be "a drop in the
bucket," but he added every
dollar is important.
The Board approved a rate
increase for graduate student
tuition, from 1.1 to 1.3 times
undergraduate rates.
Student Government Association President Brandon
Kirkham was the only regent
to vote against the increase,
but he is still undecided

about the issue of a cap
removal.
"I'm in a sticky situation
because the Board is saying
tuition is going to rise,"
Kirkham said. "Is it better for
those who take 16 hours or
more
to s houl der the
increase?"
Kirkham said he is a firm
believer in liberal arts education and the cap would punish some students. He said
music majors would be at a
disadvantage because of their
heavy course loads.
The issue has not been dis·
cussed as fully as it should
be, Faculty Senate President
William Call said. He hopes
students will become more
involved in discussing the
issue. He also wants to
address the issue of how such
a cap would affect t he University'!; ''cultural life."
"Some kids arc attracted to
college because of music,
band and by those types of
activities," Call said. "Students in those types of programs will be impacted."

Committee seel{s satisfaction from
neighbors for University plant odor
By Jason Yates
Associate E ditor
The Board of Regents created a committee
Friday to take a closer look into the University's bio-pasteurization plant.
The plant has raised concerns among citizens and area business owners about obnoxiou s odors th at have occasionally emanated
from t he facility.
The committee will be headed by Marshall
County Judge-Executive Mike Miller and
will include Beverly Ford and Marilyn
Buchanan. All members are cur rent
Regents.

Miller said the committee will probably
begin meeting next week and he expects the
committee to remain intact until all parties
involved are satisfied.
"I toured the plant last Thursday and did
not detect any kind of smell, but I don't
believe the people are making it up," Miller
said. "I want to hear from the people because
we owe it to our neighbors to be good neigh bors."
Miller said the facility was a start-up operation that involved some glitches, but be
hopes a ll the glitches have been rectified .
Said Miller: "We just want to be openminded and listen to all the facts."
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Freshmen elect l(eohan, Martin
•SGA: This year's fresh·
man senator election had a
low turnout because there
was a lower number of
candidates.

By Kristin Hill
Assistant News Editor
Voters elected Brett Keohan
and Hilary Martin in the Student Government Association
freshman senator elections
Wednesday afternoon.
Keohan won with 108 votes
and Martin followed with 70.
SGA Election Ways and
Means Chairman Sarah Stanton said the turnout was fair,
but not exceptional.
There were 183 voters, many
of whom straggled in at the
4:30p.m. closing.
SGA Coordinator Jeanie
Morgan said the turnout was
lower this year than in the past
because the number of candi·
dates was also lower.
"I thought the election went

really well," she said. "There
were not as many candidates
as in the past, but we are ready
to get the freshmen going."
Stanton said the other seven
candidates are encouraged to
participate in SGA in other
ways.
"The other seven are prime
candidates for other committees," she said. "It opens the
door for opportunites elsewhere in SGA. There are a lot
of committees and activities
they can help out with. We are
always needing people to help."
The freshman senators will
serve until the end of the 19992000 academic year.
Upperclassmen senators are
re-elected each spring semester
and freshmen senators each
fall semester.
The other senators represent
the University's residential
and academic colleges. There
are also six senators-at-large.
The senators must maintain a
2.0 GPA while they serve in

Graves streets.
4:35p.m. A black Murray bike was taken from Elizabeth College.
9:21 p.m. Five people were asked to leave the Quad area.
9:30 p.m. A Hart College resident reported threatening phone calls.

Freshman Senator Election Results

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Candidates

Votes

Brett Keohan

108
70
40
35
28
27
22
15
5

Hilary Martin
Tony Burba
Andrea Scott
Laura Lukefahr

6. Kim Morris
7. Brandon Powell
8. Amanda N. Gerrish
9. Matt Kemp

Saturday, Sept. 18, 1999
4:11 p.m. There was a noise complaint In the area of the residential col~

leges. The vehicle left soon after.

Monday, Sept. 20, 1999
7:52 a.m. A student reported a truck smoking and possibly on fire in the''
Special Education lot.
·
11:28 a.m. There was a non-injury accident in the Hamilton Street lot.
No report was filled because the drivers wanted to work it out themselves.
1:39 p.m. An injured student was transported to the emergency room. '
3:10p.m. A student was passed out on the seventh floor of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center. When the EMS arrived the student was OK and
refused transportation.
5:13 p.m. A student was injured at the Carr Health building.

Source: Student Government Association

Even college students familiar with
today's most advanced technology check

multiple e-mail accounts and voice mail
boxes and still have to go elsewhere to
send and receive faxes.
.
Students can affordably receive all their
messages in one e.mail inbox. MessageClick is a free unified messaging,
which gives them a free personal voice/fax
number their friends and family can use to
leave voice messages and send faxes.
MessageClick numbers are regular

EhMESON :

phone numbers with an area code and
seven digits. Callers dial the student's
MessageClick phone number and follow
the recorded prompts. Voice mails and
faxes arrive as e-mails with attachments.
Faxes can be forwarded, printed or deleted
with the click of a mouse.
For more information or to register for
MessageClick, visit the website at
www. messageclick.com.

Tuesday,Sept.21, 1999
11 :25 a.m. A student reported his vehicle had been stolen. It was locat·
ed later. H1s wife took it home.
3:42 p.m. A stolen bike was recovered and returned to the owner.
4:25 p.m. A Springer College resident reported her vehicle had been
vandalized. Later it was discovered it was not vandalism, but a prank by
friends.

Motorist assists - 3
Racer escorts - 15
Information for Police Beat is gathered and compiled by Kristin Hill,
assistant news editor, from materials available from the Public Safety
office.

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.

M ex i can RastauPant
1006 Chestnut St.

"I

Sunday, Sept. 19,1999
2:01 a.m. There was a fight at 12th and Main streets.

Company offers advanced message system
Staff Report

Thursday, Sept. 16, 1999
12:13 a.m. A Han College resident reported his room was broken into.
7:38 p.m. A Hart College resident reponed the theft of her bike.
Friday, Sept. 17, 1999
10:29 a.m. There was a non-injury accident at Chestnut and Gilbert

office.

•Communication: MessageClick
offers one inbox for multiple forms of
communication, including voz.ce
messages and faxes.

Police Beat

759-9247

...

1300 N. 12th St.
. 641 N.
. ,, 753-4424

Every Day A Special
Until December 31
Monday - Get one Taco wjth your meal.
Tuesday - 10% off your meal.
Wednesday - Buy 3 Tacos and get $1 off.
Thu r sday - Free Sopapllla with your meal.
Friday - 20% off each meal.
Saturday ~ 20% off a Taco Salad or Chimichanga.
Su nday - Free Sopapilla or Flan with your meal.

Visit us online at <.

•I
•I

,'

·http://wwW.then~s:org

·~

Produced by The Murray State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!
Experience LDDNet quality on your own computer.

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800-455-16o8

#'rl'f'~~

For Delivery or Carryout Call

r~ ~~ rfl~r!l ~
to Join us In our College and Career
~

753-1000
Limited Time
$399 Buffet
111 N. 12th St.
lOo/o off for MSU Students Sunday- Friday

!.~Early Bird Special

T 2-Topping Pizza
Get 2nd
FREE

! T From 2-4 p.m.
1
40°/o Discount
l Dine-In Only/NoBuffets

~
~

Sunday mornings @ 9:SO a.m. on the 2nd
floor ol the Chrlctian Life Center

____________l9~-~f!!2~~§y_~~~~~~-s-~~!~!l~9-~l----~---.~ Buy 1 Large

~

Sunday School/Bible class

From 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Adoptions of Kentucky, Inc.

First United Methodist Church ~

S03

Maple St. 7;~~

Where Faml/les Come Together

.
~

,,

'

• Are you pregnant?
• Unable to parent et thts Ume?
WE CAN HELPI
•
•

Counseling provided
Pregnancy expenses paid

•

You choose loving parents

...,

.".
'

CaD Ton Fru
Day (800) S42·5245
Evening ( 800) 820-409 1

'

''Lowest Rates In Town••

1

Ford Authorized
Rent al vehicles

.,)

cars to vans

Requirements
At least 2 t years of age, valid driver's license.
"MaJor credit cards''
Local pickup avallaltle

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury

RK

70 t Main st.

Downtown Murray
753 • 52 73 Ask for
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J
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Are you planning to

participate in MTV events when
they come to campus?

Name: Pat Kilby
~ajor: Telecommunications
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Murray
"No, it just
seems like a
dorky thing to do:•

.

~
I '
Name: Raveen
,
.
Cornelius
Majo r:
...,. ..
.
Advertising
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Antigua, West
Indies
" I don't know. I haven't decided yet."
~

~j

Name: Brent
Kleier
Major:
Radio/T.V.
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
louisville
"I'll go check it
out. It's just something to do."

Name: Ben Gross
Major : Pre-med
Year: Senior
Ho metown:
Paducah
,
"Yes, I'm really
excited. I'm a
big MTV fan."

September l-4, 1999

Stations not to blame for fuel hil<e

College ~fieui..';

Q.

The Murray State News

Earlier this summer, many
people could be heard using
well-worn cliches like, "The
only thing higher than the
temperatures are the gas
prices."
The hottest topic of late,
other than the steamy weather and lack of rain, has been
the soaring gas prices. And
the prices keep getting higher and higher.
Right now, mid-grade gasoline prices average more than
$1.30 a gallon., based on figures we gathered from Calloway and surrounding counties.
After spending $20 to fill up
his vehicle, a customer wants
to berate the service station's

Our Vieu,
Issue:
Gas prices have skyrocketed during
the last few months.

Position:
Service stations shouldn't take the
blame for the price hike, because
they wield little power over the
cost.

manager or worse, the 19year-old standing behind the
counter scanning candy bars
and selling lottery tickets.
But the customer will find no
answers to his questions.
Why? Believe it or not, it
isn't the service station's
fault.
Gas prices fluctuate like the
stock market. Selling gas is a

supply and demand business.
The gas station sells the fuel,
which the station buys from
the distributor. All told, the
gas trickles down to the distributor from the Middle
East, where the oil business
has many ups and downs.
The result is distributors
pay a lot for their fuel, and
the distributors sell the fuel
to stations for more than they
paid, so they can make a
profit. The service stations
sell the fuel to customers for
more than they paid to the
distributor, so they can make
a profit.
The retail price for gas isn't
all that high, but businesses
have to make a profit in order

My
Viezv

High
steps

KRISTA
MATHENY

Campus may
be too tight

President
concerned
with needs
of Regents

r-:----:-~IIFQI

Name: Sara
Barton
Major: Social
Work
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Evansville, Ind.
"No, I d idn't
even know they were co ming."

Ryan Brook!V'The News
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Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
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the view of journalism faculty or the Univer·
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Issue:
Pogue Library will soon undergo renovations to become
handicapped accessible.

Position:
Pogue's meeting room is used
for Board of Regents' meetings
and the library should have
been renovated earlier for
everyone, not just the BOR.

University President
Kern Alexander promised
the new Board of Regents
meeting room would be
fully handicapped accesible by the next meeting.
It is a nice sentiment,
but why are ADA requirements are not an issue
until the board members
need to walk upstairs?
Long before the Regents
entered Pogue, students
have been laboriously
climbing - at least the
ones who are capable.
Students in wheelchairs
or on crutches cannot
enter the building without
assistance because there
is no ramp going directly
into the building.
The University administration hides behind
lawyers when faced with
accusations
of
illequipped facilities at the
Regional Special Events
Center. To further illustrate the administration's
insensitivity to the needs
of the disabled, the solution it offered for students
unable to climb the stairs
when the elevators break
down is to move the entire
class to a first-floor class-

to survive.
The most expensive places
to buy gas in the area are the
full-service stations. The
employees come out and fill
up your tank and clean your
windshield. Some check your
oil and the air in your tires,
things we have grown accustomed to doing ourselves in
the hurried world in' which
we live.
The point is gas stations are
not at fault for the high
prices. And while some of the
smaller stations may have
higher prices than the bigger
ones, also remember them.
There's still something to be
said for old-fashioned service
and convenience.

room.
Elevators are also a
problem in the residential
colleges. If they break
down, it takes a while for
them to fix it. If this happened to a person high in
power at the University,
the problem would be
fixed quickly, no questions
asked.
Usually it takes a spectacular event, or a lawsuit, for the University to
take action on any issues
plaguing it. "Small" prob-

lems are always put on
the back burner by the
University. When there
are dollar signs and many
zeros involved,' the University does everything it
can to show they have a
good image.
administration
The
needs to show it can stand
up in all situations, no
matter how big or how
small they are. If the
administration does that,
they will earn a lot more
respect.

It's 1 a.m. and the night is unusually chilly.
As I walk home from a late-night cram session,
the wind lashes at my clothes and hair. My fingers ar~ beginning to lose feeling, and the
wannth of my room beckons my frozen limbs. I
decide to sprint home, but the steps of Hart Col·
lege seem much farther away than the day
before. I reach the door and desperately yank at
the handle. It's locked.
This situation is all too common for many students, but it appears that finally some of the
residential colleges are recognizing the extrem·
ity of the security measures. Hart College is
preparing a petition to change the security
rules so the doors at the front desk will be
unlocked from 8 a.m. to midnight.
But for now, 1 must fish in my backpack to
retrieve the card required to unlock the door.
Swiping the card into the lock rewards me ...vith
a quiet click and a green light. After opening
the door, I return my ID to my backpack and
walk into the lobby. The security guard at the
front desk demands my ID. and my hunt for the
elusive Racer Card is on again. Finally grabbing it, I flash the small black card at the blueclad giant. Grumbling all the way to the eleva~
tor, I ask myselfif all this security is really necessary, or ifit exists only to make my life incon·
venient.
These are the angry thoughts that typically
enter students' minds when encountering the
extensive security measures in the residential
colleges. Some t~tudents feel these rules are
unnecessary and unfounded. They are also
incredibly inconvenient, particularly when your
Racer Card doesn't work, and you have to bang
on the door to get an annoyed desk worker to let
you in.
Some students also know there are ways to
escape the wrath of the security guards and
sneak past the dreaded locks altogether. For
example, if you get behind a random student
who looks like he is heading toward the college
you want to get into, you can casually sneak in
the door behind him . Once inside, if you act like
you know where you're going, nobody will both·
er you. (One of the desk workers at Hester
stopped me the other day, though, so I guess
I'm losing my touch.)
Also, when friends come over, I don't want to
go down five flights of stairs ju!!t to sign them
in. It's much easier to prop open the door with
a soda can or a piece of tape. I know it's
"unsafe," but come on, we're in the middle of
nowhere. The only people who might bother us
are the occasional drunks, and maybe one or
two farmers. I'm from Cincinnati and this 'is a
safety cake walk compared to the crime rate
there.
Murray may have a few crimes, but overall it
is a safe campus. A little too safe, if you ask me.
It's almost like a prison. We're all adults and
we know not to talk to strangers. The petition
at Hart is a step in the right direction.
Krista Matheny is a freshman print journalism
major from Florence.
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Wellness program helps give meaning
Wellness ... hmm, what does this
mean? One definition says that wellness is an integrated method of functioning (mind, body, spirit) that maximizes the potential for which an indi·
vidual is capable. It requires that the
individual maintain a continum of balance and purposeful direction within
the environment where he is functioning.
Whew, what a mouthful! Now that
wellness has been defined, what does
it mean? I will attempt to break the
definition down and maybe it will
seem more comprehensible.
Integrated functioning means everything works together. Our emotions
don't control what our body is doing

vidual will increase his chance for a
higher level of well ness.
It requires that the individual maintain a continum of balance and purposeful direction within the environ·
ment where she/he is functioning.
Wellness is a process rather than a
goal. Wellness means you are working
toward a higher level by balancing the
mind, body and spirit. Only you can
achieve wellness for yourself. No one
can make choices and act on them for
you. Achieving a high level of wellness
requires constant maintenance and
balance of the various components:
physical, intellectual, emotional,
career, environmental, social and spir·
itual.
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and our body doesn't keep pushing on
despite the fact we are low in spirit.
It maximizes the potential of which
the individual is capable. Everyone
has a wellness potential, even the person who has a chronic disease. By
making wise lifestyle choices an indi-

Not only must you have the knowledge of wellness, you must act on this
knowledge. Through the combined
efforts of campus and community,
there is a program that allows you to
gain knowledge and begin to act on
that knowledge. The program is called
Healthy Thoroughbreds Wellness
Card. This is an activity-based program that allows you to do self-assessment to detennine your risk factors. It
gives infonnation on how to reduce
risks, where to go for wellness information and how to access wellness
resources.
A monthly program began Thursday
at 6:30 p.m. on WKMS with speakers
discussing the various components of
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Judy Lyle is a health educator and
staff nurse for MSU Health Services. -
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wellness. We also talked about the
activities from the Healthy Thoroughbreds program that deal directly with
the various components of wellness.
We discussed the activities from tbe
Healthy Thoroughbreds program th.t}t
deal directly with the wellness compo~
nent for that particular program. ··:
I hope you will join us in th\
Healthy Thoroughbreds program. 1
think you will find the program is noL
only informational, but also fun.
There are prizes associated with COUl·
pleting activities and achievinB
points.
•
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Prayer·helps student in hectic times
It seems as though I always
get pulled in hundreds of directions at once. With the beginning of the fall semester, we're
all yanked from the relaxing
comfort of summer and thrown
(sometimes literally) into the
mad rush of yet another grueling semester at Murray State.
At the same time, some of us
can be extremely thankful that
our 40-hour work weeks are
suddenly reduced to a lazy 20
hours a week. But the paychecks are suddenly reduced as
well. Just one more catch-22
college students face.
No matter how many lectures
we heard in our freshman orientation classes 'about time
management, reality seems
just a little bit more difficult to
manage. "Write your schedule
down and stick to' it," they say.
"It just takes preplanning,"
they insist.
Well, I've written down my
schedule and stuck to it. I tote
my handy-dandy day planner
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with me everywhere I go. It
doesn't help; at least it doesn't
help me. I've found it just takes
more time out of my hectic
schedule to make sure everything in my planner agrees
with everything that's actually
happening.
And preplanning? I preplan
until I end up preplanning
when I'm going to prepl'an.
How many times a day do I
need to go over things in my
head before it actually saves
me some time?
"So," you say, "just get your
priorities straight." I've got my
priorities straight. As I'm sure

many of your out there in news- lems. So before trying to tackle
paper land have experienced any of the above, I pray.
before, there are only so many
And prayer, I have found, is
things you can cut out of one the one and only way to get
day. Attending classes is just through it all without developas important as doing assign- ing several ulcers. If God's
ments for those classes, which word promises he can handle
is just as important as studying anything I lay at his feet, why
for those classes. And that's not take advantage of his
just as important as paying my promises? Spending tiine with
tuition, which is just as impor· him in prayer is the only way to
tant as going to work so I can do just that. He can't help me
pay that tuition. The down- through my problems unless I
ward spiral continues.
first express an interest in
What's my point? It becomes spending time with him.
more and more real to me that Prayer most definitely shows
it is humanly impossible to go him I care what he thinks, that
through a four (or five or six) I want to know his opinion of
year college career without my situations. He will, without
depending
on
something a doubt, take care of things.
besides myself. When all of the
So I beg of you, just as God
stress piles up, too many things begs of you, to pray. It will revneed to be done for the time I olutionize your entire life.
have to do them in, and I rmd That's a promise from God.
myself crossing campus literal·
ly eight to nine times a day, I
realize I've got to take a step Ryan Brooks is a staff photog·
back and pray. Only God knows rapher for "The Murray State
how to handle all of my prob- News."

Last summer and into the
early part of the fall semester
Union Planters Bank heavily
advertised the slogan, "We're
changing the name, not the service." At the time, the statement seemed true, but don't
expect to see anything like t,hat
from them now.
In the one year they've been
here, it has raised service
charges on existing checking
accounts, redesigned both the
checking and savings accounts
policies for new users, and
issued brand new "Annie" ATM
and "check" cards while making it clear that their customers did not have a say in
the matter. In fact, the letter I
received implied that only by
using the "Annie" card would
my old cards be useless. Who is
"Annie," anyway?
It may not seem like a big
deal, but I happened to like my
old card. It kept me from having to write a lot of checks
(which cost a quarter a pop,
because of the revised checking
plan; show me someone who
can go a whole month on only
10 checks.) What's more, all the
places where I use my check
card on a regular basis have
the number on file. All I had to
do was call them and say, "Hey,
bill me." Now I have to go
through the tedious task of
calling all these people and
asking them to change the
number, wait 90 days for them
to say they got clearance, and
in the meantime, send them
check number 12 of 14 for the
month.
A few friends of mintt who
were former Union Planters
customers changed to People's
of Murray because they wanted
a Murray bank that was still
run by locals, not one run from
a city 200 'miles away. Imagine
their dismay when they
learned that People's Bank of
Murray was just bought by a
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large corporation. Where will~
those people go now? Of coursru1
there's still the Murray Bank,,
but in these days of corporate
takeover, will they really lie"
able to survive?
d
Union Planters isn't alone in
this new age of "corporate buyout." Ever heard of Republic
Bank? Now it is Mercantile
Bank. When Mercantile took ~
over, a good friend of mine
went through similar hasslee'with it that I'm experiencing1
now at Union Planters.
•1
The bottom line is today·~,
banks are bad news. Even the..,
few that still appreciate local
clients and offer their cus--1
tomers good benefits are sur:·J
rounded by larger corporate;.
banks waiting to swallow then\
..,
up.
Banks are a convention of
society, just like a handshake.
We are completely dependent
upon them as a place to keep
our money and to borrow when j
we need. Without banks we
would have to go back to storing dead presidents in a shoebox under the bed. Who wants
to do that? Still, it's time we
started looking for another
II
'
place to store our money. Ideas !
that come to mind are stocks or :
federal credit unions. Although
they may come with risks
attached, they could very well
be the healthy solution to the
disease that is the corporate
bank.

..

I

I

Dennis Beard is a senior print
journalism major from Benton.

"The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should
be 300 words or less and must be signed. Contributors should include addresses and phone
numbers for verification. Please include
hom_etown, classification, title or relationship I·!
to the University. "The Murray State News" I
reserves the right to edit for style, length and , I
content.
1, :
I

I

I
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Center cites teamworl{ for success
•Research: The three facilities terns. In 1987 the Kentucky Council
that make up the University's on Higher Education e~tablished the
Center as a Center of Excellence for
Center for Reservoir Research Teaching
and Research. It is a statework on collaborative and indi- funded center and Murray State is
uidual projects.
the only regional university that has
one.

By Kristin Hill

have an area we really understand
and some have a view of the broad
picture."
Owen said the facility has an entrepreneurial purpose of offering analysis services to people in the region. It
also provides hands-on and job-related laboratory training and experience
for selected young persons of the
greater Ohio Valley region.

Assistant News Editor

Hancock Biological Station

Collaboration is what allows Murra y State's Center for Reservoir
Research to be successful, Mid-America Remote Sensing Center Director
Tom Kind said.
"I am not one to judge, but we have
come quite a ways," Kind said.
"Together we ·have produced
research, received grants and contracts nod obtained a Master's program in water science.n
Hancock Biological Station, Chemical Services Laboratory and MARC
are the three research facilities that
<·ompose the support base for the
C,-nt er for Reservoir Research's
r esearch and educational activities.
Each facility functions in response
to individual or team needs in conducting components of the Center
services as an educational center for
studies in water and associated terrestrial sciences.
The purpose of CRR is to provide
support for education, research and
long-term studies of reservoir ecosys-

This year-round facility is located
on Kentucky Lake and provides both
field and laboratory support for CRR Mid-America Remote
activities. Facilities exist for examin- Sensing Center
ing the nutrient, ion and organic conThis facility, which is located on the
tent of water along with full capabili- third floor of the Lowry Center, manties for biological sampling, including ages a database for the Kenlake
isotopic analysis of primary and sec- water quality monitoring program.
Monitoring and satellite data are
ondary productivity.
HBS Director David White said it is archived within the geographic inforimportant this facility has the cooper- mstion system for Kenlake.
"We all have expertise in certain
ation and services of the other facilities. He emphasized each center has things," Kind said. "It is an interdisa part in this ongoing, joint project, ciplinary project."
One of MARC's most current probut each also has individual responsijects
is GAP, which is a national probilities.
gram to map natural vegetation
Chemical Services
across the U.S. MARC will work on
Laboratory
this habitat mapping project in KenThe CSL provides analytical chem- tucky for the next five years, Kind
istry services for research projects in said.
the Center.
The ·facility's individual purposes
"I think this teamwork approach is are land cover mapping, oil and gas
important because no one person has exploration, environmental monitora deep enough knowledge," CSL ing, tourism, labor availability and
Director David Owen said. "We all earthquake hazard work.

Ticketmaster denies
western I<entucky
•RSEC: Service charges and
location prevent the Regional
Special Euents Center from
using ticket services such as
Ticketmaster.
By Ann Cautrell
Contributing Writer
The Regional Special Events Center has no plans to affiliate with Ticketmaster or any other ticket service
when booking shows and will instead
continue to manage its own ticket
sales, RSEC Manager Shelley Todd
said.
The main reason behind this decision is RSEC's location.
'"Ticketmastcr does not service this
part of Kentucky," Todd said.
Another reason for the choice is the
desire to keep ticket prices down.
"People in Nashville are used to
paying extra for things like parking
or concert tickets," Todd said. "People
in Murray are a little more concerned
with costs. We want to keep our service charges to a minimum and not
burden the ticket holders."

Ticketmaster's service charges run
from $2 to $4.95 per ticket purchased
RSEC has a service charge of $2, no
matter how many tickets are purchased by an individual.
Todd said the choice not to use a
l.ickct service such as Tickctmaster
does not affect the type of shows the
facility is able to book.
··we book our shows based on what
is popular on local radio," she said.
"For instance, there is only one main
pop music stution but there are sev-,
eral stations playing country. That.
tells us that more people listen to
country music and would be likely to•
come to a country show."
Another problem RSEC faces when
booking a concert or other event during the winter months is competing,
for time with the basketball team.
"Right now we're heading into basketball season which limits our use of
the venue," 1>he said. "Howevqr, this
is also the time that a lot of big act, I
start touring arenas and thJaters.
During the time that the RSEC is
free, bands want to play outdoors at
amphitheaters. So we end up missing
out."

UniVersity vineyard set to produce grapes for community.
"The vines are just developing a root system," ested in becoming grape-growers."
•Vineyards: Murray State is one of four
he
said. "It takes four years to get a vineyard
Vinson said he also visits with established
locations in the state that uses practice
into full production."
vineyards to help out with any problems they
vineyards to test the productivity of grape
Garth Vinson, director of the 'Kentucky vine- might be having.
processing plants in western Kentucky.
yard assistance programs for the common"I remain on-call," he said.

By Reka Ashley
StnfT Writer
Frnnce and Kentucky may soon have an intertwining interest: grapes. Wineries and grapegrowing are making a comeback across central
Kentucky, and Murray State is getting in on the
action.
Tony Brannon, chair of the agriculture department, said Murray State's vineyard plants were
set in March and April and the vineyard curren tly covers around two acres.

wealth, is the viticulturist, or grape specialist,
for Murray's vineyard.
Vinson's particular job is to run a 50/50 cost
share program with grape producers throughout
Kentucky and manage Murray State's demonstration vineyard, located at the Pullen Farm.
Although Vinson manages Murray's vineyard,
the other part of his job takes him throughout
Kentucky.
"I assist all growers in Kentucky," Vinson said.
"I try to spend abOut one week in the eastern
part of Kentucky and one week in the western
part of Kentucky. I visit around 140 people inter-

of training systems," he said. "The vines are
trained four different ways to show area producers what types will grow and how to grow them."
The demom;tration vineyards are also being
funded through a grant given by the Kentucky
Kentuckians interested in getting started in Department of Agriculture. A separate grant,
the business are able to gain financial help funds Vinson's salary.
through a $200,000 grant from the Kentucky
Vinson said Murray's vineyard produces what
Department of Agriculture.
are considered processing grapes and fresh mar"There is an application process, site visits and ket grapes. They are not used in the production
a whole series of things that those interested of wine.
..Processing grapes are used in making jam,
must do to receive the money," Vinson said.
He said Murray's vineyard is one of four jellies and pies," he said. "Fresh market grapes
demonstration vineyards across Kentucky. The are the ones seen at the grocery store."
\
purpose of the vineyards is to grow multiple
Vinson said once Murray's vineyard begins
types of grapes suited to the area.
producing grapes. the table gt1ipes will likely be1
"The Murray State vineyard grows 1-1 types of used at Murray State food outlets. Exact plans
grapes with groups grown on four different types have yet to be finalized.

FREE MAKEOVER
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opposites attract
This fall, c lassic meets contemporary. Futuristic
meets traditional. Cool metalllcs meet luscious
ripe berry tones. Come in for the beauty tips
that will help you create your own glamorous
look that combines the best of both worlds.

Bel Air Center

753-6926

908 S. 12th St .
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.Corvette
Lanes
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$6.2 5 each
$4.60 each

Pay at counter, Bowl til 2a.m.
No per game charge!
It Pays To Bring A Friend!!!
Lane Reservations
Are Available!
See Front Counter
More Info!

ON SALE THIS SAT.URDAY

at the Murray State Regional Special Events Center tickets for Kenny Cheaney,
Lila McCann, and Yankee Grey In concert Friday, October 22 at 7:30 p.m. To
charge by phone or pay with credit card call or visit the box office at the Regional
Special Events Center.

762-5555
Box Office Hours: 9 a.m. • 4:30 p.m. Monday • Friday
Kentucky Ticket Outlets: SGA Office, Murray • Sunset Boulevard
Music, Murray • Betsy's Hallmark, Benton • Ginger's Hallmark, Mayfield
Disc Jockey Music, Paducah
Tennessee Ticket Outlets: Pit Stop, Paris
Presented by:

~
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of Dr. Martens Footwear at:
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Chest nut Hi l ls Plaza

Kentucky Oaks Mall
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Food Services mal{es changes, additions to· menu
•Food Services: Domino's now shares a location
with Subway on the Curris
Center s'econd floor to
accommodate new eateries.

Chic-Fil-A. Domino's is now
located on the second floor and
shares a location with Subway.
Because of the opening of
the new business, chicken
strips are no longer being
By Sarah Dooley
offered
in the Thoroughbred
Contributing Writer
Room on the Curris Center
New campus eateries are second floor.
Benriter said it did not
only part of the changes being
make
sense to serve chicken
made by Food Services this
strips upstairs when they
semester.
were being sold downstairs.
Sunset Strips, a new concept
However, chicken strips will
from Tyson's, is now open on
still be available Wednesdays
the first floor of the Curris in Winslow Dining HaiL
Center, though the official
After visiting Sunset Strips,
grand opening of the eatery is Nona Croon , senior from Radnot until Wednesday, Bill cliff, said, "I think it's all right.
Benriter, director of Food Ser- It's nothing to go to town
vices, said.
about, but it's a tascy treat."
Benriter said this new
Dippin' Dots, an ice cream
restaurant, located in the shop, has also been opened on
space Domino's previously the Curris Center first floor.
occupied, is comparable to
After trying Dippin' Dots,

Bonnie Mimms, graduate stu·
dent from Princeton, said she
didn't enjoy eating at the shop.
"That is not ice cream,"
Mimms said. "1 like real ice
cream."
A new line has opened in
Winslow Dining Hall for vegetarian students. Line 4, the
vegetarian line, is open Tuesdays and Thursdays during
lunch and dinner.
"I'm getting tired of seeing
the same main course again
and again," Cautrell said. "I
also wish the line was open
more often, instead of just
twice a week!'
The vegetarian line features
lists of the ingredients used in
each items, for students who
prefer not to cat certain products.
Said
Benriter:
"The
response to that has been very
good."

Lane Ury/ The News

Chicken strips ar e no longer served in the Thoroughbred Room because Sunset Strips, a new r estaurant on the first floor of the Currls Center, Is serving them.

r--------~~-------------,
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-Coloring
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-Pam Roberson
-Joyce Garland

615 C Southside
Shopping Center

753-7455
Tues. _Fr L 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.

Saturday 8 a.m.- 2 p.m.

L--------------------------~

AREAL TASTE SENSATION!

al1-w~ite

Crispy fi llets of tender. juicy
chicken
breasts are special1y seasoned and cooked to
perfection. Served hot with Arby's curly fries
and your choice of dippi ng sauscs.
Arby's 507 N. 12th St.
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b
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-------------------------Any Meat Biscuit

"A little ol' bar in Tennessee"

(Sausage, Ham, or Bacon)

Appearing This Week
Saturdav, Sept. 2S :

99¢ two per coupon

"Nightflsh"
.,.

expires 10-8-99

V".

~/

..._.J

------------------~----------

Chicken Finger M.eal

OJ & KARAOKE
CONTEST
Th urs d aYs
~U..LE.R

sORGE.RS

I

$3.40 two per coupon
.expires 10-8-99

\ce (.o\0
14 mi. South of MurraY
seer 121 S.. l mi. Past state line•
(90 1) 232·8585

MSU Student Special
Why waste another summer running o n the treadmill to nowhere. when you could be toning your
abs, getting in shape and having fun while you're learning to defend yourself?
Our Cardio Kickboxing program takes the music. excitement and energy of 'aerobics
but adds important self-defense techniques like jabbing, kicking, punching and blocking. You learn while you bum at 800 calories per hour! (According to Muscle and
Fitness Magazine who rated aerobic kickboxing as the number one calor ie burning

workout!)
There's no physical contact, no uniforms (you wear your regular workout clothes) and
of all you'll love it! Classes are fonning now, cal11oday!

Call Today!

1r

753-6111

1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray, KY

IJnleash Your Pol:en'l:ia.l

Double Cheeseburger
Value Meal

$

79

For A Limited Time Only
Show your Student ID

Ne-ws
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-~ Committee

prepares Univeristy for millennium

E'at the University have been the focus of
the Year 2000 Campus Committee.

Despite 'claims by software manufacturers,
problems could still arise in which case contingency plans have been established to handle any
problems.

i!By Donald Lawson

Telephone syst em

•Y2K: Telephone and accounting systems

Online Editor
tion participated in the committee.
Blackburn said an assessment of systems was
done in early spring. From there, work was
handed over to each individual department to
get the job done.
"'We've got that departments have pretty much
taken care of everything," Blackburn said.
"Assessment and then testing was done to make
sure (the systems) worked as th ey should.
"Some have taken longer to do the remediation
than others," be said. "I can't say why."
Blackburn said the main focus of the work has
been on mission critical systems such as the telephone system and accounting software.
Jim DeBoar is the telecommunications manager for Murray State. He said much of the software that handles the system is already Y2K
compliant.

There are only 98 days until Y2K. Don't everyone run for supplies at once.
A gtoup of representatives from council and
industry groups assembled by "USA Today" say
the forecast for Y2K is not as bleak as some computer-users predicted. The bug may be "a bump
in the road" and only an inconvience.

The committee
A Murray State committee has been doing its
part to ensure the Y2K bump does not become a
major pothole.
David Blackburn is the chairman of the Mur<: ray State Year 2000 Campus Committee. The
committee was established more than a year ago
0
to see what areas needed to be upgraded and to
~.see those upgrades were made.
s Representatives from all major areas of opera-

~.Murray

The University's telephone system has three
switches installed. All three use the same software and release level. The manufacturer ofthe
switches has certified all three as Y2K-compliant. However, in the case something does happen and they do not work, a contingency plan
has been worked out.
For example:
•Situation:- Failure of either or both of the
switches in the Industry and Technology building or the Regional Special Events Center.
• Assumptions: All local and long distance service is available through the Bell and LCI systems. Electrical Power is available to all systems.
• Action: Identify critical extensions in each
building and attach them through reserved cable
pairs to the main switch in the General Services
building to allow access to the Public Switched
Telephone Network.

• Limitations realized: The number of extensions
available i!' the Industry and Technology bulding will be limited. Those extensions that do not
have service can be forwarded to working extensions if required.

Accounting system
Another mission critical system to University
operation is the accounting system. Jackie Dudley, director of accounting and finance, said all
major applications have been tested and there
are contingency plans in place.
"I think we're ready," Dudley said. "All of the
applications are mission critical. Our area is broken out with managers over each area."
She said there have been no major snags along
the way to getting systems ready for Y2K. Most
applications are Y2K-compliant. One piece of
software had to be replaced because it wasn't
compliant.
Dudley said most testing on the system has
been completed and different billing scenarios
were tested.
Although all departments are doing what they
can to get their systems ready, no one will know
for sure what will happen until Jan. 1, 2000.

State aware of hackers, offers some computer security

j j -computer s:

As facilities
• increase their computer
r security, hackers increase
c their abilities.
>!
By J ohn Cas teele
<:l Contributing Writer

_, The computer hacker may be
·< the greatest villain in the
mythology of modern society as
11 a character who exists in secret
••and dwells in mystery. But
exactly what do hackers do,
•' and are they a threat to Mur-

ray State?
can receive a
threat," Linda
According to the Computer prison
Miller, director
sen- ''We've taken the
Fraud and Abuse Act, a hacker tence of one to
middle ground in of Academic
Computing and
is anyone who has "knowingly 20 years, and
regards to
accessed a computer without a fine of severTechnology Serauthorization or exceeding al thousand
vices, said.
dollars. Howsecu rity• ' '
authorized access."
any
Though
Through this access, the ever, despite
place with comrisks
- LnmA Mn.l.ER, Dnticroa
puters is fair
hacker obtains various forms of the
or AcADEMic CoiiPtiTING game for hackinformation not meant for pub- i n v o 1 v e d ,
AND TEcmfOLOGY SaVJca
ers,
Murray
lic viewing. The Act also covers hackers conthose who knowingly cause tinue to pur· - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - State is predamage to a system or affect sue informspared for the
legitimate business traffic.
tion that exceeds their grasp.
t hreat.
"We've taken the middle
Anyone convicted of hacking
"Hackers are always a

x.....................................................................................

ground in regards to security,"
Miller said. "Some corporations
use fire walls ... We don't
because it would severely limit
student access to web sites. I
wouldn't say that we are any
more vulnerable than any other
facility with a lot of computers."
However, there a re others
who would hold a different
opinion of computer security. A
source who wished to be identified only as Sorrow said: "Hackers and computer security form

a mutualistic circle. As they
increase their security, we
increase our abilities. You
could upgrade your system
twice a day, and we would still
find a way in. No matter what
security measures you take,
someone will find a way to get
past it. And we have t he advantage. We know exactly who
we're up against ... but they
have no clue as to who we are.
In essence, we do not exist. And
you can't stop that which does
not exist."

1316 APPLt CAff

eoJtqrats

~

Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Midnight

sept. 2s
-rr.=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~==~~~~

,c
lc

Advertise your YARD

••I I

Sorry, no minors after 9:30 p.m. Saturday
LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear, TN
90 1-247-5798
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92 0 S. 12th St. Bel· Air
Shopping Center
753-8926

#1 Source for CDs
We Accept C rpetitors Coupons

•
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0 Black\ ,g
. . s 0 Stic\ters
yosters 0
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Reader & Advisor
A true born Psychic: Gifted from God
*Discount for Murray Students*
*I give advice on Business, Ma"iage, and Love Affairs/
*Bring your problems to me - I will help/
*Solve them no matter what your problem may bel

•

I•
I•
I•
I•
I

•

208 S. 12th St
767-0508

Part-time jobs
available
for any students
Stop in and
Try our
Quality has always
"been our recipe."

99¢
Value Menu

1111 Chestnut St.
759-4695

www. wendys.com
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Richard Taylor
comes to campus
The poet laureate of
Kentucky, Richard Taylor.
will speak Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in the Pogue
Library main reading
room. Everyone is welcome to attend. Admission is free and a reception will follow the program.

I

Classic novels still subjected to bans
·.

Banned Book Week
fights book censoring

Programs need
volunteers ·

By Tara Sh elby

College Life Editor

The American Humanics
Campus Connection is
calling for students, faculty
and staff volunteers to
help with several community programs. These programs include office workers for Big Brothers/Big
Sisters, and mentors and
tutors for children Mondays from 3 to 8 p.m. for
the Main Street Youth
Center and The Family
Resource Center on campus.
For more information
phone Georgette Lopez
at 762-6117 or 762-3808.

Banned Book Week began 18
years ago when the American
Library Association started
working to educate the public
on their First Amendment
rights, Beverly Becker, associate director of the ALA's
office for intellectual freedom, said.
While

book
banning
has
been going
m for hun1
dreds
of
years, it is
not currently
problem in

Millennium Project
Forum meets
next week
Ken Wolf, professor of
history and interim dean
of the College of Humanistic Studies will kick off
the Millennium Project
Forum Series Wednesday
at 12:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Barkley Room.
The event will include a .
presentation on "The Millennium in History - A
Timely Matter" and open
discussions about the millennium.
Free soft drinks, coffee
and cookies will be available.

or borrow any book they want to
read," English professor Squire
Babcock said.
But in other areas of the
country, this is a problem that
many students face.
"Amazing books have been
' banned," English professor
Sarah Aguiar said. "It comes up
constantly. You would think it
wouldn't in this day and age,
but it does."
But whether or not it affects
us directly, book banning has
serious consequences, Babcock
said.
"I think it's very dangerous
for any group to ban a book that
they feel is inappropriate," Babcock said.
English professor Randall
Wolff said books are used to
keep an accurate record of past
events. Without these books,
people would never know about
events that were deemed by
bookbanners as inappropriate.
"Of course I'm against banning books," Wolff said. "Books
are our doorway into the past."
Another fear is banning books
could lead to other infringements upon First Amendment
"Banning one book can lead to
banning everything," Wolff
said.
The theme for this
year's Banned Book Week is
"Free People Read Freely."
Sponsors of the event are the
American Library Association, the American Booksellers Association, the
American Booksellers Foundation for Free Expression,
the American Society of
Journalists and Authors,
the Association of American
Publishers and the
Association of College Storee.

Diverse students
tell their st o ries
In an attempt to
improve educational settings for students who are
deaf or hard of hearing,
students will share their
experiences with postsecondary access learning
Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m.
at Freed Curd Auditorium. Faculty, staff and students are encouraged to
attend.
For more information
contact Velvet Wilson at
762-2059.

Need Line begins
· holiday food d rive
WGTV Murray is working
with Murray-Calloway
County Need Line to collect food for local families
in need through the holidays. Barrels will be located at Kroger, Wai-Mart,
Owens Market, Food
Giant, Save-A-Lot and D
& T Foods for the collection. The drive will begin
Oct. I and run through
Nov. 12. For more information contact Kathy
Gentry at the Need Line
Office at (270) 753-NEED.

Briefs are compiled by Lori
Burling, assistant college life
editor.

Many popular books have been challenged or
banned by ·schools and libraries because they contain
information or language the community feels is offensive.
According to the American Library Association's
Library Bill of Rights, "Materials should not be proscribed or removed because of partisan or doctrinal
disapproval." It goes on to say, "Libraries should challenge censorship in fulfillment of their responsibility
to provide information and enlightenment."
Freedom of expression may be protected by the First
Amendment, but last year 4,500 books were challenged. Of those challenged, 42 percent were banned.
Another problem involves unofficial censorship. This
includes librarians not purchasing books they feel may
be controversial and publishers not accepting certain
types of manuscripts.
This list contains commonly challenged or banned
books and the reason given for their censorship.

Bridge to Terabithia

Of Mice and Men

By Katherine Paterson
• profane, disrespectful of adults, created an
elaborate fantasy world that might lead to
confusion about reality

By John Steinbeck
• offensive language

The Giver

By Michael Crichton
• racial

By Lois Lowry
• violent, sexually explicit and offensive
language used to describe infanticide .and
euthanasia

To Kill a Mockingbird

Kaffir Boy

By Lee Harper
• racial themes, objectionable language and
content

By Mark Mathabane
• contains homosexuality and offensive
language

The Indian in the Cupboard

The Chocolate War

A Day No Pigs Would Die

By Lynne Reid Banks
• subtle stereotypes

By Robert Cormier
• sexually explicit

By Robert Newton Peck
• graphic gory descriptions and scenes of
brutality

Breakfast of Champions

Goosebumps Series

By Kurt Vonnegut Jr.
• pornography

By A. L. Stine
• occult and satanic themes

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

Always Running

By Mark Twain
• racist

By Luis Rodriguez
• depicts gang life, sexually explicit, violent
and racist

.James and the Giant Peach
By Roald Dahl·
• contains crude language and encourages
children to disobey their parents and other
adults

Crazy Lady
By Jane Leslie
• swear words
~leigh Ride
By Astrid Lundgren
• makes light of a drinking situation

The Runaway

Congo

I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings
By Maya Angelou
• sexually explicit

Blubber
· By Judy Blume
• offensive language

The Alice Series
By Phyllis Reynods Naylor
• sexually explicit and offensive language

Source: www. freedomforum.org and Ocean
City Free Public Library
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Long anticipated double album released
Top 5 COs of the Week

Musicl?eoietl'

1. Nine Inch Nails - "The
Fragile" •
2. Type 0 Negative -"World
Coming Down"
3. Tori Amos -"To Venus and
Back"
4. Chris Cornell- ~euphoria
Morning"
5. Adam SaOdler- *'Stan and
Judy's Kid"

Kyle Shadoan

.Nine Inch Nails
"The Fragile"
After five years of speculation, anticipation and many
rumors, it has fmally arrived.
The "it" is the new album by
the Nine Inch Nails, "The Fragile." It is a double album as
rumored. Hip-hop based? I
don't think I'm qualified to
answer that. You'll have to ask
Trent Reznor himself, although
Dr. Dre is the mixing assistant
on the song "Even Deeper."
Nine Inch Nails' last album?
Let's hope not.
The king of angst-filled,
depressing alterna-rock is
back, but Reznor's face seems
to have changed a bit. Maybe
the best word to describe this
change is "mature."
"The Fragile" doesn't have
anything close to the gutwrenching anger of Nine Inch
Nails' '92 album, "Broken," or
even the suicide-obsessed feel
of "Downward Spiral," released
in 1994, but I definitely don't
think the ~ord "happy• would
come anywhere close to
describing the new album.
While the lyrics have stuck to
the classic Nails style of dealing with personal feelings and

Top Country CD

.,

Hank Williams Jr. - "Stormy"

WeekAheacl
Friday, Sept. 24
• Last day to drop any first half-semester course.
• Last day to change any first half-semester course from credit to
audit.
• Master's degree applications for December 1999 graduates due
in Admissions and Registrars offices.
• Cinem a International - "Elizabeth" will be sh own in the Curria Center Theater, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Sept. 25
• Resid ential colleges- Springer-Franklin tailgate party.
• Cinem a Internation a l - "Elizabeth" will be shown in the Curria Center Theater, 7:30 p.m.

Sunday, Sept. 26
• Bible study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.
Source: Sunset Boulevard Music
and Terrapin Station

Monday, Sept. 27
• Bible Study - Baptist Student Union, 6 p.m. .

Universal Music

The new double album, " The Fragile," went on sale at midnight
la.s t Tuesday.
emotions, the music now Reznor rocks out. They would
includes a sound of content- probably be considered the
ment. Yet, it is still some of the hardest on the album, but the
strangest music I have heard.
rest are still very iptense.
It sounds as if the instruTh e song "We're In This
ments have been pushed as far Together" is due to be released
as they can go without break· as a single Oct. 11 everywhere
ing tO create extremely unusu- except in the United States. It
al sounds. These sounds, will be available in the United
instrumental and electronic, States as an import.
are interwoven to make weird,
Nine Inch Naj1s are also
oddly melodic songs.
scheduled to start touring this
There are still a few songs fall in Europe, followed by
such as "No, You Don't," "Star- tours in Australia and Japan in
fuckers, Inc." and "We're In January. Reznor will hit the
This Together" on which United States in the ~pring,

but no exact dates have been
set as of yet.
Reznor is one of the last
figures left from the early
'90s who has not compromised his music. He has
forged different styles of
"music together to create
some of the most unique and
creative music ever recorded.
He will definitely be one of
the most remembered musical artists and we can only
hope this isn't the last a lbum
created by this ·musical
genius.

Nine Inch Nails
"The Fragile" A+

Tuesday, Sept. 28
• Sh ows - Guest Artist Recital, Jerome Reed, pianist, Performing Arts Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts Center, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, Sept. 29
• Res iden t ial colleges- Springer-Franklin dinner, Winslow, 6
p.m.

Thursday, Sept. 30
• Greeks - Pan hellenic meeting, 5 p.m.
• Cinema Internat ion al - "Fireworks" will be shown in t he
Curris Center Theater, 7:30p.m.

To have information published in the calender, phone 762-4480 or
fax the information to 762-3175.
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WE WILL CASH YOUR PERSONAL
CHECK TODAY AND DEPOSIT IT
TWO WEEKS LATER!!!
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WHAT· DO I NEED?
-ACTIVE CHECKING
ACCOUNT
• DRIVERS LICENSE
. • PROOF OF INCOME

.....
PHONE CARDS!!! .....
-4111
113 MINUTES $5

241 MINUTES $10
497 MINUTES $20

CALL TODAY!!!
759-5923
1304-C CHESTNUT CENTER
(NEXT TO PAPA JOHNS PIZZA)
WALKING DISTANCE FORM CAMPUS
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SGA president elected Mr. MSU
By Lori Burling
Assistant College Life Editor
Hollywood visited Lovett Auditorium
Friday night at the annual Mr. MSU
Pageant, hosted by Alpha Omicron Pi
Sorority.
Brandon Kirkham, senior from Paducah, was crowned the 1999-2000 Mr. MSU
after competing in interview, evening
wear and talent competitions with 14
other contestants. Kirkham is also the
Student Government Association president.
"I couldn't believe I won," Kirkham
said. "I was so surprised. I was pulling for
Casey Godfrey (senior from St. Charles,
Mo.) during the whole competition. His
talent was just amazing so I thought he
had it. I just couldn't believe it when they
announced my name."
Although Godfrey won crowd appeal for
playing his fiddle to "Devil Went Down To
Georgia," Kirkham had the crowd laughing and reminiscing about childhood days
with his skit. He sang three songs from
the popular children's show "Sesame
Street."
"I was racking my brain for a talent I
had that was stageworthy and then I
thought of some of my favorites and

'Sesame Street' came to mind," Kirkham
said. "I was brought up on 'Sesame Street'
so I bought a video and came up with
some ideas for the skit."
Kirkham's skit involved singing"' Love
Trash:' "Rubber Ducky" and "C is for
Cookie." He used several props, including
trash items, a giant C, an old-fashioned
tub, a trash can, chocolate chip cookies
and a street sign reading 'Sesame
Street."
"I had a lot of people help me with the
show, fraternity brothers, my girlfriend
and her family and the sisters of AOII,"
Kirkham said. "It was a true team effort.
I had my dad run over the sweatshirt I
was wearing for 'I Love Trash' with his
car before the perfonnance. I wanted it to
be really dirty and then I had to go all the
way to Paducah to buy a rubber duck that
would actually squeak. It turned out to be
a lot of work."
Kirkham said his performance was far
from perfect.
"1 was supposed to have another song
played during the skit, but the tape was
set wrong," Kirkham said. "But it worked
out fine. At least the crowd thought it was
funny."
Although Kirkham worked hard for the

talent category, he said his interview is
probably what put him on top.
"I think the interview is what did it for
me," Kirkham said. "The interview was
worth 50 percent and I think I did really
good during the process. They asked me
questions that were related to me personally so I gave pretty good answers. I know
it wasn't the sexy legs competition
because I only earned about 53 cents and
a peppermint."
Kirkham was nominated by Alpha
Delta Pi Sorority and almost regretted
the nomination.
"' have · been so busy with SGA and
classes and I even had a Board of Regents
meeting the day of the competition so I
didn't know for sure if I should accept
because of time," Kirkham said. "But
after I started going to practices and getting to know the other contestants, I was
glad I accepted the nomination."
After being crowned in the first pageant
Kirkham had ever entered, he celebrated
by having dinner with friends and family.
"We were sitting in Wendy's after the
show and a couple of girls came in and
started singing 'Rubber Ducky," Kirkham
Laura Deaton/The N ews
said. "I think that proves I have the duck Brandon Kirkham, senior from Paducah, sings the Cookie Monster song
to thank for being crowned Mr. MSU."
from "Sesame Street" as he throws cookies to the crowd.

Performer teaches acoustic guitar workshop in unique way
By Loree Stark
Staff Writer
If acoustic guitar fans are seeking a
unique blend of humor, intensity and
personality in an artist, the search
stops with Richard Gilewitz.
Gilewitz will share his guitar skills,
a few stories and a lot of laughs with
Murray Saturday at 2 p.m. at
Jameson's Music.
Gilewitz, a self-proclaimed "spiceoy," describes his music as "indescribh\e·" His unique brand of acoustic
guitar is composed of such genres as
blues, classical and folk rock.
"(The music) covers a lot of bound-

aries/' Gilewitz said.
His fan base reflects this diversity;
his listeners span from hardcore Metallica fans to the most laid-back bluegrass audience.
Gilewitz theorizes people choose the
music they listen according to their
mood.
"I try to hit every mood in one set,''
Gilewitz said.
Apparently, he has succeeded. His
music connects with a wide spread
audience. Gilewitz has appeared in
concert with everyone from The Little
River Band to The Squirrel Nut Zippers to the Indigo Girls, if that is any
indication of the wide-spread audience

guitarists Leo Kottke, Jon Fahey and
Andres Segovia. He also credits The
Beatles as · a musical influence. As a
child, Gilewitz listened to everything
from banjo music to Ozzy Osbourne.
"I just loved music," Gilewitz said. "'
find it very therapeutic and medicinal."
Gilewitz's stop in Murray is part of a
"test-pilot" program he is participating
in with Peavey Electronics. The program consists of ''instructional guitar
workshops" in which he will teach play). D. Sekora Photography ing technique and open tunings. He
Richard Gilewitz: will give gu!~r 1 wll~ .., ah~oJ:f be giving away,. a;.r.eavey
lessons saturday at 1 p.m.
acoustic guitar.
his music connects with.
The tour kicked off earlier this fall
Gilewitz's influences include acoustic and Gilewitz has been on the road

ever since. A highlight of the tour
has been the unique choices of food
on the road, he said. Gilewitz claims
to enjoy such combinations as
"boiled Velveeta over roadki1l.... with
a salad."
'Although Gilewitz made no mention as to what kind of food he wiJl
enjoy in Murray, he said he is looking forward to the workshop Saturday. Will Gilewitz attend any big
fraternity functions at the University this weekend?
"Not unless r111 kidnapped and
held at gunpoint," Gilewitz saia.
"I'm more of an independent person."

INCORPORATED
Seasoned Sirloin

CUSTOM SCREEN PRINT &EMBROIDERY

25% OFF ALL IN STOCK T·SHIRTS
HUGE MARK·OOWNS ON
EVER
GIN THE STORE!
ACROSS FROM SPARKS HALL

Mon · Fri 1OAM- 7PM
Sat -10:30PM- 3:30PM

=-=

759-4180
104 N 15TH ST

16 Oz.

$7.99

10o/o

¥, Discount
~

4'

with MSU
Studen~ I.D.

Seasoned Ribeye
12 Oz.

$8.99
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Ebony
Theater
presents
Broadway
I
.

from "Big River," "Les Miser- from Louisville, is confident
abies," "Rent," "Smokey Joe's about the performance.
tafi'Writer
Cafe" and "100 Years of Broad"It has been tedious," Scholl
said. "We've worked really hard
Tunes from musicals are way."
The inclusion of the different and we're still working, but it's
tchy.
·
Whether people love them or medleys into one show was the time to put it on."
Though the diversity of musiathe them, they know them. brainchild of the show's stage
styles has made rehearsals
cal
director,
Rush
Trowel,
junior
They
sing them in the car, the
I
hectic,
cast member Matt Hinz,
theater
major
from
Louisville.
shower or while walking
junior
from Mt. Vernon, Ill.,
"I spent some time this sumLhrough campus.
1As nice as it is singing these mer listening to 20 or so med- said he believes it will also
ramiliar songs, seeing them leys and piecing them togeth- make the show appealing to the
audience.
performed is much better. er," Trowel said.
The different genres of music,
"Everything else has been
Broadway musicals, unfortuthe
limited
time
combined
with
one
show, but this is a mixture
nately, do not often come to
for
rehearsal,
has
made
for
a
of
all
the shows," Hinz said. "I
Murray, and traveling somebusy
semester
for
the
cast
and
hope
those
who know nothing
where and purchasing tickets
'tJo watch them can be expen- production staff.
about Broadway find some'
Chanta Anderson, sophomore thing that sparks an interest."
aive.
.
Besides exposing people to
I For those who will be in Mur- theater major from Louisville
ray th1s weekend or next, how- and the stage manager for the the musical vallle of the show,
~ver, hearing these familiar show, saia everyone involved in Trowel hopes the audience
ttunes live will be as easy as a the performance has been finds a deeper meaning.
"It makes you think about
trip to the Doyle Fine Arts Cen- rehearsing nearly every day for
yourself, all in all, to just be
t~r and as cheap as a $4 ticket. five weeks.
"It has been a challenge for yourself and live the way you
Beginning tonight, Murray
them.
to get all the music under want to live," he said. "They are
State's Ebony Theater will preissues we've been dealing with
their
belts,"
Trowel said.
sent "The Revue: A Musical
the
long
hours,
cast
for
a long time."
Despite
Tribute to Broadway." A cast of
Since "The Revue" is spon27 will perform 56 selections member Bree Scholl, junior

By Russ Oates

r

sored by the Ebony Theater, an
independent student organization, students must raise all
funds for the performance.
Trowel said he estimates the
performance will cost more
than $2,000.
"The Revue: A Musical Tribute to Broadway" begins
tonight at 7:30 in the Performing Arts Hall on the second
floor of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center. It will play Saturday,
Sunday and again on Monday,
as well as next weekend on Oct . .
1, 2, 3 and 4.
Tickets are available in the
Curris Center, Room 110, or by
phone at 762-6836. Tickets are
$7 for general admission and
$4 for MSU students: One dollar from each ticket will benefit
the MSU Women's Center.
Though Trowel said be hopes
the show does well, his goals
are more than fmancial.
Said Trowel: "I hope that
somebody gets something out of Bree Scholl, a junior music education major from Louisville sings
the performance."
"On My Own" from "Les Mlserables."

Racer One prepares for season in summer
By Tiffany M. Pino
Contributing Writer

':! '

' L:aura DearoNTlle News

Rebecca Hayden, senior from Henderson, prepares Racer One
for the traditional touchdown run at Roy Stewart Stadium.

It's a touchdown for Murray
State and time for Racer One
to make his run around the
track. Among all of the overwhelming excitement, he
patiently waits for his trainer's
cue.
It all looks so easy. But looks
can be deceiving. What the
fans do not see is all of the
hard work and long hours that
go into this seemingly simple
performance.
The trainin1 of Racer One
takes a great deal of dedication
and hard work. Rebecca Hay-

den, Racer One's rider and
trainer, is a senior from Henderson. She describes training
as "a huge time commitment."
"He has to be ridden twice a
day six days a week," she said.
She and Racer One have
been working all summer to
get ready f~r this season.
"It's been intense, because I
really wanted him to to be conditioned," Hayden said. "I've
worked on getting in shape,
conditioning and taking trips
to the track to get him used to
the area."
The first home game was the
focus of all anxiety, but Hayden said Racer One performed

perfectly. She is confident it
will be smooth sailing for the
rest of the season.
The tradition of Racer One
began in 1976 with Violet Cactus, who served as Racer One
for eight years and is now
buried next to the track.
Bob Loosenort of Murray
described this year's Racer
One.
"He's a big1 stout, dark bay,"
he said. "I believe that he is
half quarter horse and half
thoroughbred."
"Bay" means he is brown
with a black mane and tail.
Racer One's bam name is
E.B. or Eternally Boston. He

.Ql)een Latifah~

was donated to the University
from a farm in Nebo. E.B. is a
six-year-old gelding.
"He's a hard worker with a
big heart," Hayden said.
Jenni Broyle, junior equine
science major, said, "He's a
good horse. I liked him. I
always picked him over any
other horse to ride."
E.B. is currently staying at
the University's barn off Old
College Farm Road. The barn
is maintained by the equestrian team.
The fans' next chance to
catch Racer One in action is
Oct. 9 at the next home football game.
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MSU crushes SEMO 45-18

Sportsl3rte::Js
Three Racers rank
Top I 0 nationally

By Jason Billingsley
Sports Editor

Several Murray State
football players are now
ranked in the Top I0
nationally in Div. 1-AA
offensive categories.
Justin Fuente, senior
quarterback from Tulsa,
Okla., is ranked third in
the nation in total offense,
averaging 323.33 net yards
per game. Terrence Tillman, junior wide receiver
from Memphis, Tenn., is
ranked seventh nationally
in receiving yards per
game with IOS yards per
game, while sophomore
tailback Shadrach Jackson
of Henderson is fourth in
scoring with 14 points per
game.

The Murray State Racers
seemed to answer most of their
lingering questions Saturday
with their 45-18 victory over
Southeast Missouri State.
Or did they?
The Racer defense, abused for
49 points against Wisconsin and
58 points against Southern Illinois, responded to criticism by
leading the charge Saturday,
scoring the Racers' first two
touchdowns on a blocked punt
and an interception return in
the Racers' first Ohio Valley
Conference game of the season.
..A lot of times you start a season 0-2, it would be real easy to
fold your tent and succumb to
adversity," Head Coach Denver
Johnson said. "We hadn't played
very well in our first two ball
games, particularly defensively.
"We challenged those guys to
go back and rediscover themselves defensively," he said ...We
think they responded to that.
We made some personnel moves
and some of those really made a
difference."
A big key for the Racer
defense was true freshman Garner Byars from Louisville. In his
first collegiate game, he had one
interception and four tackles. as
well as a key hit on a SEMO
kickoff return, in limited playing

Women's golf to
host t o urnament
The MSU women's golf
team will be in action at
Miller Golf Course Monday and Tuesday, hosting
the Lady Racer Classic.
Opening tee times for
both days will start at
8:30 a.m. For more information about the tournament, phone Women's
Golf Coach Velvet Milkman at 762-5408.

Terrence Tillman,
Rachel Kulp
Terrence Tillman and
Rachel Kulp are in this
week's Racer Sportlight.
Tillman, junior wide
receiver from Memphis,
caught nine passes for 164
yards including a 50-yard
touchdown in the Racers'
45-18 victory against
Southeast Missouri State
Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Tillman is currently
ranked seventh in Division
1-AA for receiving yards
per game, with IOS yards
receiving per game.
Kulp.
senior
from
Louisville, had 21 kills and
18 digs in the Racers' fiveset loss at Austin Peay
State University on Tuesday.
Tuesday was aJso Kulp's
21st birthday.

Fastl·(Jct
Sosa sets new
home run record
Sammy Sosa became the
first player in major league
history to hit 60 home
runs in consecutive seasons Saturday against the
Milwaukee Brewers.
Source: ESPN

spread out like Sundays wash,"
Johnson said. "We flushed the
guy out of there rand he ran for a
big gain. That's a little bit disturbing.
"We didn't defend the option
that well, but we weren't trying
to defend the option at that
point in time," he said. "We were
concerned with their passing
game at that time. Obviously
against Western, we will be trying to defend the option and
hopefully we will find a way to
do it."
The offense once again shined
for the Racers, as senior quarterback Justin Fuente from
Okla., and junior receiver
Tulsa,
laura Dealon/The News
Terrence Tillman from MemSeveral Racer defensive players pile on starting SEHO q uarter·
phis, Tenn., led the charge.
back Bobby Brune during the Racers' 415-18 victory Saturday.
Fuente completed 20 of 32
time.
two games," he said. "I just felt passes for 339 yards and two
"Byars is an awfully good like I had to play. It was kind of touchdowns while Tillman
player," Johnson .said. "1 wish like a calling or something."
caught nine passes for 164
we could have redshirted him,
The big problem for the Racer yards, including a 50-yard
but we needed him to play and defense came in the fourth quar- touchdown reception 28 seconds
he wanted to play. I won't have ter. Trailing 38-6, SEMO before halftime.
him five years from now, but it brought in second-string quar"We'll take a win any way we
was good to sec him out there terback Mike Gross, sophomore can get it," Fuente said. "E~pe
playing well."
from Jackson, Mo.
cially with this being an OVC
"1 just did what I had to do,"
Gross, an option quarterback, game, it's good to get a win
Byars said. "When you're out had two big runs out of the pock- under our belts, get to feeling
there, you can't really think et in the fourth quarter. The good about ourselves going into
about being a freshman and all first was for a 43-yard touch- this off week and get ready for
that. You have to play ball to the down and the second covered 61 Western."
best of your ability.
yards and Rctup SEMO's third
The Racers will travel to
Western Kentucky Oct. 2 after
"Denver told me I might have touchdown.
"They busted us on that quar: remaining
idle
this
to step up and play and 1 was so
disappointed we lost our first terhack scramble, they got us week.

I<ulp leads volleyball through spirit

W omen's soccer
in two tourneys
The Murray State women's soccer team will be in
t'Wo tournaments this
weekend in Missouri.
They will first compete
in the Coke Football Club
tournament in St. Louis,
then travel to Collinsville,
Mo., to compete in the
Lady Sackers Football
Club tournament.
BriefS are compiled by jason
Billingsley, sports editor.
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By Morgan Hardy
Assistant Sports Editor

I•

With a grin almost as large as her spirit, Rachel Kulp bears 18 credit hours
worth of.classes, four hours .a day of volleyball practice and weekly contests
against opponents as far away as Connecticut.
Having said th.at, one might think she
could be caught flying around Faculty
Hall in a red cape and a tight blue suit
with a large "S" emblazoned on the front.
While Kulp might not be quite capable of
flight, you would have a hard time convincing her team that she cannot leap tall
buildings with a single bound. Positioned
at outside hitter, Kulp is part of the Lady
Racers' front line of defense for incoming
attacks.
She was a member of the All-OVC Second Team in 1998, awarded for her having an incredibly well-balanced season.
Kulp recorded 295 kills, 340 digs and 47
blocks, in addition to setting a school
record for most attacks in a match with
74 and tying the school single-match
record for kills at 29.
Kulp, senior advertising major from
Louisville, has far more to offer than just
her formidable volleyball skills. Balancing a May graduation date, campus
involvement through SGA and the Advertising Club in addition to athletics, Kulp

MSU Sports lnformalion
Kulp, senior from Louisville, dinks a shot
over the defense during a game last year.

doesn't deny her load is a hard one to
carry.
"It's stressful," she said. "But I like
challenges. When the pressure is on, I
feel like> I can rise to success ... I believe
anyone can do anything that they set
theit· mind to.~
"She relies a lot on herself," junior
Rachacl Neighbors said. "She plays from

the heart, which is where it comes from in
volleyball. When you're out there, you
just have a feeling of comfort. We can just
look to her, our team captain, and know
that everything's going to be all right."
Kulp credits her teammates and coaches for the competitive drive that powers
her through a rigorous conditioning and
competition schedule.
"They give me a lot of strength and confidence," Kulp said. ".. .1 think we're a
strong team. When things get hard, we
stick together. That's what a team needs."
Undying optimism is part of the reason
Kulp was elected by her teammates to
serve as team captain.
"Being a captain, I feel I have to be an
example to the rest of the team," Kulp
said. "l don't feel pressure. I feel it's just
my role. My teammates give me a lot of
confidence and strength for that posi·
tion."
Strength is an inspiration Rachel has
taken from her late mother, Judy, who
died during Kulp's sophomore year after
losing a battle with lung and brain cancer. Kulp considers her mother to be her
greatest role model.
"I know if she could go through that, I
can go through anything: Kulp said. "I
was helped through it by God and my
teammates. She had unbelievable
strength. She was the strongest person I
knew."

Cross
Country
defeats
MTSU
By Tim Alsobrooks
Contributing Writer
Both Murray State's
men's and women's cross
country teams defeated
Middle Tennessee State
University in head-to-head
competition last weekend
at the Western Kentucky
University Old Timer's
Classic.
The women defeated the
Blue Raiders by a score of
40-19. They were led by
sophomore Lindsey Newlin, who finished 21st in the
overaU rat-e.
MSU's other top four fin·
ishers were Hayley Cockerton, who finished third,
Amy Vreeland, who finished
fourth,
Lynn
Carlisle, who finished fifth
and Brookley Longworth,
who finished sixth.
'There was a lot of competitioo and I felt all of us
did really well," Newlin
lfftid. "This meet gave us an
opportunity to get a taste
of the other OVC teams in
action."
The men defeated the
Blue Raiders by a score of
62-15.
MSU's
Brian
Pahner finished first in the
head-to-head competition
and overall.
Scott Chapman, Brian
Recktenwald,
James
Smith and Frank Ward
finished second through
fifth, :respectively, for
MSU.
"Last weekend was the
best rve felt in a while,"
Chapman said ...We are aU
starting fu bunch together
as a team and we really
believe in the new philosophies and coaching techniques our coach is teaching."
"We all ran tight packed
and were only a little
behind EKU, but after a
tough week of practice we
could tell our training is
~ying off," Recktenwald
said.
The team's next event is
Oct. 2 at Southern Illinois
University. MSU Distance
Coach Pablo Sanchez said
he hopes this meet can get
the team to the point
where they are prepared
for conference foes and the
OVC tournament.
Said Sanchez: "At the
beginning of the season we
were training to train, now
we are training to win."

Jacksonville has inside track for AFC Super Bowl bid
After two weeks of the NFL
season, I have only one question.
What happened to the AFC?
Both teams from last year's
AFC title game. the New York
Jets and the Denver Broncos,
are struggling to get above .500
this season. With these teams
faltering, who is going to
emerge as the AFC champion? _
First, the Jets. most people's
top choice to represent the AFC
in the Super Bowl this year,
went 0-2 to start the season.
They have lost Wayne Cherbet
until late October because of a
preseason ankle injury and
have lost starting quarterback
Vinny Testavcrde for the whole
season with a torn ACL. The
Jets will be lucky to finish the
season at 8-8.
The two-time defending
Super Bowl champion Denver
Broncos are also 0-2. with a big
quarterback
controversy
between Brian Griese and

Sports
Tall~
jASON
BILLINGSLEY

Bubby Brister. Not even superstar running back Terrell
Davis will be able to carry this
team if they cannot find a competent quarterback.
In fact, the only team in the
AFC meeting its expectations
is the Jacksonville Jaguars.
They destroyed the 49ers in the
opening week, and survived a
tough Carolina Panthers team
on Sunday. With no major
injuries on the roster, they are
the healthiest of any AFC
champion contender, and they
are pretty strong throughout
the entire depth dmrt..

Three other AFC teams that
look to be serious championship contenders are New
England, Miami and Pittsburgh. Each team, however.
has major questions that will
have to be answered before it
can beat Jacksonville for the
AFC title.
N<'w England is riding the
arm of Drew Bledsoe and is
enjoying
having
Willie
McGinncst and the rest of the
Patriot defense healthy and
productive for the first time
since its last Super Bowl run in
1997.
'l'he big question for the
Patriots is who is going to be
their feature back when defenses start putting five and six
players in the secondary to stop
Bledsoe? Either Terry Allen or
second-round draft pick Kevin
Faulk will have to step up and
produce for the Patriots.
Like Now England, Miami is
also riding its star quarter-

back, Dan Marino. Marino is in
his upper 30s and is looking to
win a Super Bowl in his twilight years and retire a champion, like John Elway. Marino
has always been one or two
steps away from getting back to
the championship and Dolphin
fans hope all the pieces are in
place for a Super Bowl run this
year.
Miami has questions at running back, as well. Its carousel
of feature backs,
Kareem
Abdul-.Jabbar, Cecil Collins
and J.J. Johnson, are all taking
turns in the spotlight. While
the good news for the Dolphins
is al1 three seem to be capable
of carrying the load, the question remains if any of them will
stand out from the rest.
Pittsburgh is strong at running back, with "The Bus"
Jerome Bettis, and is solid on
defense, as well. Its problem
lies at quarterback.
Don't get me wrong, Kordell

\.

Stewart is one of the most gifted quarterbacks in the league,
but Pittsburgh's problem in
recent years is its inability to
utilize all of his talents. He has
been stuck in poorly designed
plays that cut into his productivity.
The Steelers worked in the
off-season to correct those
coaching problems and so far it
is working. Only time will tell if
Stewart can lead the Steelers
back to the Super Bowl.
Despite
the
questions
remaining for these AFC
teams, no team in the NFC is
looking dominant right now.
Jacksonville, if they can
remain healthy, might be
bringing the Vince Lombardi
trophy to the Sunshine State at
the end of January for the first
time
m
a
long' time.

Jason Billingsley is the sports
editor for "The Murray State
News."
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Volleyball falters during
matches against EIU, .A PSU
By Joe Dan Dacus
Staff Writer

The Racers experienced disappointment last week, dropping
two Ohio Valley Conference
games. The Racers lost to Eastern illinois University three
games to none last weekend and
fell in a tough match against
Austin Peay State University
Tuesday night, three games to
two.
The Racers were riding high
off their first OVC win of the
season. The ride ended Saturday night against EIU. Both
teams came into the game undefeated in the OVC. The EIU
Panthers' defense ranked first
in the nation in Division 1. The
Racers fired a total of 40 kills,
but the Panthers' defense was
just too tough. EIU scored 60
kills and had 86 defensive digs.
The Panthers took all three
games: 15-6, 15-8, 16-14.
This left the Racers with an
OVC record of 1-1 and gave EIU
a record of 2-0. Senior Sarah
Ernst led MSU offensively with
11 kills aided by 33 assist<; from
freshman Chrissy Dabbert.
Junior Rachael Neighbors led
MSU's defense with 19 defen-

sive digs.
Kim Blackwell led the Panthers' attack with 15 kills, aided
by 14 kills from Meleah Cutler
and 24 assists each from Gen
Ramos and Cari Stuchly. Karen
Liss led EIU's defense with 19
defensive digs, aided by Meleah
Cutler's 16 defensive digs.
"We didn't get intense until
the third game," Head Coach
David Schwepker said. "EIU is a
good team."
Tuesday night the Racers
traveled to Clarksville, Tenn., to
face Austin Peay in their third
OVC game of the season. The
Racers were looking to get back
on track after the loss to EIU.
, Senior
Mica
Wojinski's
injured ankle recovered enough
to allow her to return to the
court against APSU.
"It was really nice to come
back," Wojinski said. "Chrissy
Dabbert did a great job."
The Racers started strong but
lost the first game 15-12. The
second game was a different
story. The Racers rallied to win
game two 16-14. The momentum then shifted back to APSU
in the intense match up and
game three gave Austin Peay a
two game to one lead. The Rae-

ers were detennined to answer
back and did with a score of 1511 to even the match at two
games each.
The fifth game was rally point
and was just as intense as the
four games preceding it. The
Racers battled it out but fell
short, leaving the score 19-17 in
favor of APSU. Austin Peay's
victory kept them undeated in
theOVC.
Schwepker commented on his
bench support.
"If we're going to stay in the
hunt, we have to have a strong
bench," Schwepker said.
Ernst led the scoring with 25
kills, aided by 21 kills from Kulp
and 65 assists from Wojinski.
Neighbors led the defense again
with 25 defensive digs.
"I think we've learned from
these matches," Ernst said. "'t
encourages us to work harder."
"We've realized our mistakes
and are working as a team to
improve," Kulp said. "We are
totally focused on the upcoming
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead matches."
The Racers travel to Eastern
Kentucky Friday and then to
Morehead State Saturday for
more OVC matches.
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Women's tennis l{iCl{s off

lnt:ra11.._ural
!iof't:ball
!ichedule
Monday

season with split decisions
By J oe Dan Dacus
Staff Writer

Tuesday

Lambc.la Chi Alpha vs. Alpha Gamma Rho 6 p.m., City Field 3
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Sigma Chi 7 p.m., City Field 3
Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Alpha Sigma Phi 8 p.m., City Field 3
Pi Kappa Alpha vs Alpha Tau Omega 9 p.m.. City Field 3

Wednesday

Regents vs. Richmond 6 p.m .. City Field 3
Regents vs. White 6 p.m.. City Field 4
White vs. Hart 7 p.m.. City Field 3
Hart vs. Elizabeth 7 p.m., City Field 4
Hart vs. Regents 7 p.m., 8th and Payne Sl.
Clark vs. Franklin 8 p.m .. City Field 3
Regents vs. Clark 8 p.m., City Field 4
Bandits vs. Dead Pool 8 p.m. 8th and Payne St.
Elizabeth vs. Hester 9 p.m .. City Field 3
Elizabeth v~. Springer 9 p.m., City Field 4
Dogs vs. Hardy Boys 9 p.m., 8th and Payne St.

Thursday
'

Sigma Pi vs. Alpha Gamma Rho 6 p.m.• City Field 3
Alpha Sigma Phi vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon 7 p.m., City Field 3
Pi Kappa Alpha vs. Sigma Cht 8 p.m., City Field 3
Lambda Chi Alpha vs Alpha Tau Omega 9 p.m., City Field 3

15

Elizabeth vs. Franklin 6 p.m.. City Field 3
Dead Pool vs. Dog); 6 p.m., 8th and Payne St.
Clark vs. Hester 7 p.m .. City Field 3
Bandits vs. Hardy Boy~ 7 p.m .. 8th and Payne St.
Hart vs. Regents 8 p.m .• City Field 3
White vs. Richmond 9 p.m .. City f-ield 3
BSU vs Hart 9 p.m., 8th and Payne Sr.

The Murray State women's
tennis team started off its season, traveling to Evansville,
Ind., to play host Evansville
and Indiana State.
The Lady Racers split the
matches, defeating Evansville
6-3 and falling to Indiana
State 3-6.
"We did, as far as our one
loss, what I thought we'd do,"
Coach Connie Keasling said.
..I knew Indiana State was a
very strong singles team. The
pleasant surprise was winning four of six doubles
matches."
In the first match against
Evansville, Murray took four
singles matches and two doubles matches.
"I was nervous, but I felt
confident in our team," freshman Erica Heshclman said.
In singles, junior Juliana
Hite defeated Brandee Fox in
two sets 6-3, 6-2. Heshelman
also won in two sets over
Brooke Hoener 6-2, 6-4.
Sophomore Maria Alonte
edged out Natalie Tessier in

three sets, 2-6, 7-5, 6-4. Freshman Cheryl Graham smashed
Rhonda P lace in two sets 6-1,
6-1.
In other singles action,
senior Nina Sar tz-Knudsen
fell to Margo Stevenson in
three sets 6-3, 3-6, 6-2 and
junior Gina Katona also fell in
three sets to Angie Smith 7-6,
1-6, 6-1.
The team. ~whicb is still reeling from the loss of Brooke
Berryman, has no players
with more than two years of
experience.
"Right now, I'm very proud
of Nina," Keasling said. "She
has really stepped up to lead
the team. We're a very solid
team overall."
In doubles action, SartzKnudsen and Hesh elman
defeated Stevenson and Hoener 9-7 and Katona and Graham smash ed Place a nd
Tessier 8-3.
Alonte and Hite fell to Fox
and Smith 9-7.
"I was happy with the way I
played," Hite said.
"I just got out there and
played," Graham said. "It
feels good when all your shots

Brian Howell /Tite News

are working."
The Lady Racers then went
on to face a tough Indiana
State team. In ~ingles action,
Graham
smashed
Sash a
Exeter 6-2, 6-1. Sartz-Knud·
sen fell to Tina Morales in two
sets, 6-1, 6-1.
Hite fell to Karen Homan,
a lso in two sets, 6-2, 6-3. Heshelman lo:;t to Judy Liwanpo
6-2, 6-3. Katona fell to Lori
Wilson 6·1, 6-4. Alonte fell to
Jen Earl 6-3, 6-l.
In doubles action, SartzKnudscn and Heshelman
downed Homan and Kate
Vukelic 8-6 and Graham and
Katona edged Earl and
Liwanpo 9-7.
Hite and Alonte fell to
Morales and Wilson 8-5.
The lJady Racers said they
were excited about their
upcoming tournament in St.
Louis.
"I'm excited,'' Heshelman
said. ''I think everyone will dn
really well.,
The Lady Racers travel to
St. Louis this weekend to compete in the Billiken Fall Classic.

GO RACERS !!!

IIKA wou{d fiR!- to
Congratufate the tJ..&w Members
of the (jamma 1(appa pfedge cfass.
Kris Arnold
AJ Burnett
Chris Covington
Donnie Dixon
Derek Furguson
~cott Greene
Bryan Guess
Kenneth Harris
Trent Wilson
~hawn Tomes

Now Open

~haun Hayden

Jarrod Heltsley
Qick Houston
Clay Joiner
Clayton Leigh
Mike McClure
Aaron Pennell
Jason ~eats
Josh ~iemer

• OUTDOOR CENTER •

CltJ~AlH(J~ Oul.lll'mllAI' All~ ;4eetlSSIJJ'lllS
•Oakley
•Columbia
•Oobe

•The North Face
•Mountain Hardware

•Gramicci
•Patagonia

.
'BtJtJlS All~ SI.IJilS
•Vasque
•Simple
•Salomon
Coming this spring

• Teva

•Birkenstock

CliJH6ln(J~ +llkln(J All~ Out~IJIJJ' Suppllt?.s
•Kelty
•Gregory

•The North Face
•Mountain Hardware
• Black Diamond

•Petzl
•Osprey

jl1,tJUIIlAlH 7!Jlft.llS
~fii.X
<g.J'IlllSl'tlll
•Haro
•Cannondale
•Specialized

•

1510 Chestnut St. (At Five Points)
Phone: 759-0019 Hours Moaday·Saturday IOa.m - 9p.m.
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.Women's golf finishes eighth at Meinphis Intercollegiate.
By Mor gan Hardy
•Assistant Sports Editor
In one of their toughest tournaments of the year, the women's golf team placed eighth at
the Memphis Women's Intercollegiate.
The tournament, which Murray State had never entered
before, boasted a 10-team field.
Murray was t he only OVC
team to attend the event, but
several regional powerhouses
. including Southeastern Conference member Mississippi
State competed. Mississippi

State won the tournament,
scoring 922 in the three-day
meet.
"The competition there was
pretty top-notch," senior Jessica Widman, who led the team
with a seventh finish in the 52
player field. said. "It was probably some of the best we're
going to see this season ... I
think the scores really reflected the course. It was a very
tough course to score on.
There's some holes out there
that could really jump up and
bite you."
The eighth-place showing

was a le t-down in some
respects to the team, which is
coming off three consecutive
OVC cha mpionshi ps.
"The team was disappointed," Coach Velvet Milkman
said. "We didn't play up to
what we think is our potential.
There were also bright spots
throughout the week... It's j ust
that right now we haven't been
able to get everyone to play
well at the same time."
Inconsistent scoring has
bedeviled the team since their
first meet at Tennessee Tech.
Milkman has searched for four

scorers to complete the team
for each meet .
"There's not really a lot you
can do," Milkma n said. "Right
now, we've had two players
str uggle in the same day,
which during team competition
will hurt you. But as far as a
game pla n, we're just going to
try to get eve ryone to become
more consistent."
Despite somewhat disap·
pointing finishes in the past
two meets, the team members
are optimistic for a win in their
next meet because they will
tr avel all of five miles to Miller

Golf Course for the Lady Racer
Classic.
The Classic begins at 8:30
a.m. Monday and Tuesday. All
OVC teams will be present at
the meet, adding even more
importance to a n already vital
tournament.
"'We have some good teams
coming in this week," senior
Jenny Daag said. "We won the
OVC on our home cour se out
here. Everyone knows th a t we
can par every hole out here. If
everything comes together ,
we'll defirutely have a chan ce
of winning.''

The Racers have added
incentive for a good performance because of a loss to Tennessee Tech earlier in the season .
"Since Tennessee Tech beat
us on their home course and
that's where the OVC (championship) is, we really need to
show them that we're just as
good as th ey a re and in fact
that we're a a better team,"
Widman said. "We can't let
them get a little cocky and
think th at they're going to beat
us again because I don't intend
to let that happen."
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Back to School
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MR.MSU
Brandon Kirkha01

COLD BEER
I

POOL & DARTS

Best damn pizza In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan area
plus Shrimp, Enchiladas &
Sandwiches.

Thursday, Sept 30. Dogs Mercury
No MlnOl't after 8:~0 P·•· Thdnday
• Monday Night Football $1

Draft during Game Time

NODII I

Needed
lo•lo~cJII

•

t 3 Miles south of Murray
12 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline lottery

&chenising
~lop

bt' llle
/flu,,at' ~lale NeW'•

fo, inqui,ie•.
Kathleen Farrell,
MS, CCRN, C.S., ARNP
NOW RENTING

Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
205 South 8th St.
campus762-6661
office answering
service767-0004
beeper742-2836
email-

All tapes & Games
2 for $3 Monday • Thursday

kathleen.farrell@
murraystate .edu
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Vidmer said he believes the commonwealth attorney's office did not
intentionally try to deceive anyone,
but he said something needs to be
done.
"They are taking full responsibility
for what happened because they
believed what they were doing was
OK." Vidmer said. "However, the
way they did it was contrary to the
rules."

WARD
Cominucc.l from Page 1

almost a year," Cooper wrote. She
added issuing a subpoena is an
administrative act and not evidence.
Vidmer said the timing of the new
evidence is left up "to the discretion
ofthe court." He feels his case is very
strong under the parameters.

tion to know. We get information every day that tells us that
the prices are going higher."
Herndon said many farmers
ask why the prices are increasing.
"We tell them when the prices
come along to us, we have to
keep them or we can't stay in
business," he said. "When the
prices go up, everybody gets
them."
Herndon said the situation
hasn't come yet for a "gas war"
to hit Murray.
"I guess it depends on business from point of supply," he
said. "A lot of times you'll have a
lot of cutthroat competition. It
depends on some towns. Some
towns are worse than others."

PRICES
Continued from Page I

changes every day. We know
what goes on in the Middle East
today."
Herndon said Gould Oil sup·
plies the Conoco service stations
throughout the area with fuel.
He said regulating fuel is a supply and demand business and
the powers-that-be that regulate the fuel are being noticeably more conservative with it.
"Apparently they are sticking
more to their quotas now, and
the prices are going up," he said.
"When refineries shut down for
a time, t hat causes prices to go
up. I can't say we're in the posi-

SUITS
Continut:<l from Page 1

city of Murray is named in the suit. The
city is being charged with negligence.
The case states the City of Murray,
through the Murray Fire Department,
should have provided fire protection for
the people within the city limits.
"It may be the first time in history the

However, Herndon said a gas
war may occur when the new
gas l#ltation opens in front of the
Murray Wal-Mart Supercenter.
..In my position, I hope not,
but you never know," he said. "It
depends on how other people
approach the situation. They
want a certain part of the business. If they didn't, they wouldn't be putting it in."
Fox said Duke and Long Dis·
tributors regulate the gas sales
at the BP station in Grand
Rivers.
"We don't ever know when
they raise it," she said. "They
came by yesterday to raise it,
and they did. We don't have
anything to do with it. A lot of
people think we have something

,.,..__...,
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fire department has ever been sued,"
Mayor Freed Curd said.
The mayor said he he was positive
about the case because there were many
witnesses outside of the department
that saw the firemen doing all that they
could to save the students.
"It has hurt the firemen's feelings and
pride more than anything," Curd said.
"This is not one of those random
things," Priddy's father, Wayne, said.

to do with it, but we don't."
Wayne Lovett, who works at
Lovett's Service Station in Benton, said he believes big business is influencing the increase
in prices.
"The big wheels are wanting a
little more money in their pocketbook," he said.
He said he has not received
much negative feedback from
customers about the price
increases.
"They don't complain too
much," he said. "They have it on
the news about it going up and
they don't complain."
While the price of gas has
risen everywhere, many stations have not seen much
change in business. Take Pock-
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Customer Service - Printing
Attention to detail with strong language and writing skills neede<i.
Part-time morning and afternoon hours available.
This position may lead to full-time employment.
Innovative Printing, Inc.

~ "MS~!~~t~u2~~~ems
~
-ccauffet served days a

J

~sunday

AUTO - HOME - BUSINESS - BONDS

104 N , 4th

ever, think progress is hurting
their business more than gas
prices.
Jim Ashlock, manager of High
Point BP in Mayfield, said he
believes some business has
passed him by.
"What's hurting my business
is we're full service and they
have some self-service stations
around here," he said.
Ashlock alluded to the Alan
Jackson song "Little Man" as
telling the story of what has
happened to his business
recently.
"That's about like the situation we have in here," he said.
"Wal-Mart, they do everything,
like change oil and tires. They
are hurting the little guy."

Marc Peebles, 1623 State Route 121 North
Murray, Kentucky 4207 1

•yq.,, llomnowft lfi.YIIrt'"c~ $ourre•

member of

et's Shell, for instance.
Gerald Rule, the manager of
the Pocket's Shell in Murray,
said he believes business has
remained the same even though
gas has skyrocketed.
"You can't tell any difference,"
he said. "No matter what the
price is, it's all about the same."
Gary Crass, manager of East
Side BP, said he believes business has stayed the same
because the demand is always
there for fuel.
"People have got to have it,"
he said. "We could be in California. It's over two dollars a gallon
out there. You have to take into
account that 36.4 cents per gallon is state taxes."
Some station managers, how-

A locaUy owned corporation with tm ~aN experience in providing our
customers the best in value and service.
Apply by resume only to :

1
I

TravelersPropertyCasualt~
A
Cllgr~ J

"There was a lot of thought and research
put into this."
Wayne Priddy said it was his son who
wanted to file the case, but neither want
to comment right now.
Michael Priddy has asked for punitive
damages covering physical and mental
pain and anguish, the loss of his ability
to earn money in the past and in the
future and medical related expenses.
Priddy's attorney refused comment.

-Gifts of Distinction-

P.O. Box 1394

753-3500

Get Ready For
'lour Most
Refreshing Course
Coca-Cola Company is Looking for a
student rep on ttis campus. It's a

oreat job with a c;Teat company on a

Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole

* tO% Discount with MSU student J.D.
• carry-out available •
406 N.12th St.
Next to Pizza Hut
759-2348

Manager. you must be a full-time student and be

·catering
· Gift certificates
· Banquet Room

sundw.¥rursday

11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.

Friday &: saturday
t t a .m. - 10:30 p.m.

Papliai's
~~~~~ ~Stztleials

t 13u661lt...

6utl ptiell

great campus.
To be a Coca-Cola Campus Marketing

7
week~
Buffet Served All Dayl

~;~n~

13u661lt•..

totally tuned in to all aspects of campus life. You'LL

1 I 2 ptietl

need good marketing skills. as well as strono
organizational abilities. You'LL be called on to identify
marketing opportunities and to present. sell. and
promote Coca-Cola brands on campus.
If you're a current sophomore or junior and are
Looking for real world experience, visit us at
www.edventurepartners.com/cmm for all the details.

·B usiness Hou
11 a.m.- 9 p.m.
11 a.m. - 1 0:30 p.m.

job requirements and application procedures.

Great areal:11rinL<. J ob.
Each Carr4:1us Mari(etlnQ Man.IQet" \1/tll be employee~ by the local eoc..cot.a bottler, \1/t'Khls an equal
opportl..rity employer.
01999-The Coc:e-Cola Conl:MinY. ·coc..cot.a: the Dynamic: Ribbon device, t he Cont 01.r Bottle design. the
Red Disk Icon.,.. regis tered trtldemar'ks of The Coc:~a Company,

Pap/iai's
970 Cla~sl.nul. S~r.
753-2975
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September 24, 1999

Tue&day , !iept. i!B at B p.n1.
with 'The Murray !itate l\lew&' '
Editor-in-Chief .Jennifer
!iacharno&ki •••
Topic• of dl•cu••lon will range f'rom comment:•
on 'The Murray !it:at:e l\lew•' t:o concern• about:
what: Is happening on t:he Murray !it:at:e
campus.

www. thenew&.org/chat.htRI

Check out our new online &ection
for feature•, entertainn1ent, new&
and our daily coluRin!i Monday
through Friday•••

Monday: Tec:::h Head wlt:h Donald Law•on
T ue•day: In the Ring wlt:h .Ja•on Bllllng•ley
Wednesday: The Webb Page wlt:h .Jonat:han Webb
Thur•day: Lori'!i !iecret!i wlt:h Lori Burling
Friday: The Word wlt:h Rob Brown

•••And don't forget to vote in our
weekly poll• and enter our 66 0Ue!itlon
of the Week" conte&t where you can
win prize& like CD'• and T -!ihirt!li... .

••• !io what:
are you wait:ing ~or?
Make 6 The Murray !it:at:e
1\Jew!i' Online
your hoane on t:he
World Wide Web t:oday!

Vi!lit U• AT:

"""""". t:hene1N&.org
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